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Energy conservation
curbs utility costs
Editor's note: This is the first of two articles on University energy consumption and environmental policies.
By Cindy Leise
Staff Reporter
University officials are proudly claiming that the University has the finest
energy conservation program in the country.
More energy has been saved by the University's conservation program than
at any other college in the country, according to Charles L. Codding, director
of the physical plant.
University President Hollis A Moore Jr. called for energy awareness in
1973 after the foreign oil embargo and "skyrocketing utility costs." Robert J.
McGeein, coordinator of resource planning, said.
Since that time, more than $ 1.2 million in electric, gas, coal and water costs
have been avoided, according to statistics compiled by by the office of
resource planning.
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Last Wooster Street has become the center of debate as a plan to widen the
thoroughfare is discussed by City Council and those affected by the change.

An open meeting is scheduled for 7:30 tonight in the Veterans' Memorial
Building, City Park.

Views differ on widening plans
By Mark Sharp
A proposal to widen East Wooster
Street to four lanes with a median
strip introduced last month by
Councilman Richard Newlove has
caused much controversy among
area residents and merchants.
A recent series of interviews by the
News produced several strong
opinions concerning the plan.
Because it is the major traffic
artery between Interstate-75 and
downtown Bowling Green, the
amount of traffic on the road easily
justifies widening it, according to
John F. Mekus, consulting city
engineer.
MANY LOCAL merchants on East
Wooster Street are in favor of the
widening plans.
Dan Ison. executive manager of
Frisch's Big Boy Restaurant, 1540 E.
Wooster St.. summed up many of the
area businessmen's feelings by
calling the proposal a "very good
idea that would help all area
business."
A supervisor at Howard Johnson's,
1630 E. Wooster St., agreed with Ison
saying that "the widening is needed,
especially with the current construction of a new restaurant down
the road (a future Burger King).
With East Wooster the way it is now,
we lose some business because
making left hand turns into our lot is
nearly impossible."
"WIDENING East Wooster is
definitely needed to relieve traffic
before and after football games and
other University events," said the
store manager of Great Scot
Grocers, 16fc E. Wooster St.
"Traffic gets so heavy on the road
sometimes that I have to take State
Route 6 to get home on the other side
of Bowling Green instead of fighting
the traffic to make a left hand turn
onto Wooster," said Joan Henschen,
manager of Dutch Pantry
Restaurant, 1720 E. WoosterSt

Some local merchants such as
Ponderosa Steak House, 1544 E.
Wooster St .ami Sam B's Sub Shop at
the corner of State Street and
Wooster were undecided about
widening the road.
HOWEVER, many residents oppose any measure to widen Wooster.
George B. Clemans, 1104 E. Wooster
St, has been circulating a petition
against the proposal.
Clemans said safety factors should
be considered. "The proposal to
change East Wooster into four lanes
up to the railroad tracks is
dangerous. Going from four lanes
into two at the tracks would lead to
much traffic congestion and be a
threat to the safety of motorists," he
said.
Another reason not to widen the
road, according to Clemans, is that
"it would ruin a good dormitory life
for those students living in Harshman, Rodgers, Kohl and Founders."
ALTHOUGH the University
originally had approved of the city's

plans, University President Hollis A.
Moore Jr. said Aug. 23 he opposed
the action if the widening would
increase traffic and endanger
pedestrians.
Helmut Gutmann, 820 E. Wooster
St., said he also opposed any
widening, saying "traffic should be
diverted from East Wooster, nc'
directed onto it."
"There just isn't enough room for
the front lawns as it is," Blake Wylie,
1366 E. Wooster St., added.
But one resident said "With the
continued growth of the University,
the highway has become outdated
and antique. However, I don't see
what we can do to prevent the
widening of it. You just can't stop
progress."
Although he owns a store on
Wooster, Thomas W. Ohns said he is
strongly opposed to the widening.
"Living on East Wooster, I feel that
the widening is not necessary and the
University should have some second
thoughts before they endorse it."
ACCORDING to Ohns, a large
number of trees would be destroyed

and the road construction would turn
the surrounding area into an "ugly
mess."
•Besides turning the road into a
speed highway, Thurston Avenue
wouldn't be able to handle the added
oncoming traffic," Ohns said. "I
don't think the students would be in
favor of it either because the widened
road would be knocking on their
doorsteps, for those living in
Founders or Kohl."
Stating that traffic is too heavy for
the existing road, Dunbar Hall
Director Jill Carr said widening
Wooster is a good idea. However,
I owry Hall Director Vikki Ridge said
a widened East Wooster Street would
carry more truck traffic, creating
more noise.
Estimated cost of the improvement
would be {1,165,000, to be financed by
state and federal funds. The city
would pay engineering and right-ofway costs.
A public meeting to discuss the
proposed widening is scheduled for
7:30 tonight in the Veterans'
Memorial Building, City Park.

SGA passes appointments
By Cyndi Bloom
Staff Reporter
Student Arbitration Board (SAB)
appointments made by the Personnel
Board of Student Court were passed
without opposition by Student
Government Association (SGA) last
night, ending the conflict between the
SGA constitution and the Student
Code concerning the appointments.
As reported in last week's News,
the conflict arose when it was
discovered that the SGA constitution
and the Student Code did not agree
over which body should appoint SAB
members.
The SGA constitution states that
the appointments should be made by

the Personnel Board of Student Court
and the Student Code reads that SAB
members should be appointed by
SGA.
Dr. Richard R. Eakin, vice provost
for student affairs, suggested the
action taken as an interim policy last
week to Bill Burns, SGA president,
saying that SGA should appoint the
members as a formality to follow the
Student Code.
"WHEN THE revised edition of the
Student Code is published winter or
spring quarter, the conflict will be
eliminated," Burns said.
' Discussion was held on student and
faculty opinions on the proposed book
committee to eliminate possible

conflicts of interest for faculty who
require their own texts for their
courses.
Robert F. Wolf, a student attending
the meeting, said faculty were
voicing
negative
opinions,
questioning if 15 people had the right
to review the lifetime work of a
professor. He said some faculty
members mentioned the committee
had "connotations of McCarthyism,"
when books were condemned for
containing alleged communist
opinions.
Burns said he is only trying to
eliminate the conflict of interest
between profit and ethical teaching
policies, not restrict academic
freedom.

AND THIS year the University placed fifth and received $500 from the Cost
Reduction Incentive Awards Program, which presents awards up to $10,000 for
conservation each year.
Most of the energy savings have resulted from the installation of a computer system which monitors electrical usage, he explained. Located in the
Centrex Building, the computer checks University electricity usage every 15
minutes. If too much energy is being consumed, the computer turns off
power, McGeein said,
"Most of the electricity turned off runs the air circulation systems." he
said. "You usually can't tell when it stops." The computer automatically
turns electricity back oa
LESS POWERFUL lighting is used at all times and lighting is allocated to
buildings in use. Thirty per cent fewer light bulbs are used.
"At first we had some complaints," McGeein said,"but after two or three
weeks people couldn't notice there was less light." He said in a few instances
the office of resource planning replaced or reallocated light
Heating is also used more efficiently, McGeein said Over the summer,
valves which turn off heat were inserted and the University now has the option of turning off heat for short periods.
Water use is down because less water is used in cooling devices and for
irrigation. McGeein said reductions in dormitory water pressure have also
saved water.
Very little gas or oil is now used at the University because they are high in
price, McGeein said. Although coal constitutes an increased percentage of
the University's energy, less coal is needed because consumption is down, he
explained.
He said if no energy measures had been taken a $20 increase in student fees
would have been charged.
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

Reach out -- Stokes
By Marilyn Dillon
Staff Reporter
"Developmental education is education for special people," said Louis B.
Stokes, a fourth term member of Congress from Ohio. There is a tendency in
Washington to ignore it, he said, because of the number and complexity of
issues that confront politicians daily.
Stokes, the first black congressman from the state of Ohio addressed approximately 125 persons attending the Fourth Annual Ohio Developmental
Education Conference in the Grand Ballroom, Union, last night
Stokes cited the national decline in ACT scores as an indication that many
Americans are not equipped with the basic skills of reading, writing and
arithmetic. This downward trend in scores must be reversed, he said.
"OVER PAST decades, this country has built some of the finest education
facilities in the world," Stokes said. Many colleges and universities, he said,
have been forced to close dormitories and classrooms because of a declining
number of students. This decline in the number of traditional students should
offer the opportunity to reach non-traditional students, Stokes said.
"This," Stokes said, "may well be the challenge of the education system
today and tomorrow." The barriers preventing people from obtaining an
education must be broken down, he said.
No two students, he said, have the ability to learn the same amount at the
same rate. There is a large variance in the amount of knowledge high school
students have when they graduate. Stokes said "we must find a way to reach
out" to those who have not had the opportunity to have a full, complete
education.
"I WOULD encourage you to continue to reach out for these special
people," Stokes told the crowd.
"Working together we can play an increasingly important role. You and I
together," he said, "can demonstrate that people really care."

Voters will decide on Ohio's constitutional issues
On Nov. 2 Ohio voters wfll be asked to decide on seven statewide
issues. In this two-part series the News wfll explain each of the state
constitutional amendments and detail some of the background to each.
In the first part, issues one through three are covered. They are
procedural items that the General Assembly has proposed.
ISSUE ONE
The 25th Amendment to the VS. Constitution provides for succession
to the presidency if the president becomes disabled, resigns, is convicted on impeachment or dies. In Ohio, succession to the governor is
provided in Sections 15,16 and 17 of Article III of the state constitution.
Presently, the line of succession extends irnr.i the lieutenant governor
to president of the senate and then to speaker of the house. Succession
would take place only if the governor becomes disabled or if he dies,
resigns, or is convicted on impeachment.
The propsosed amendment would define procedures that would be
used only if the governor would be disabled.
Disability of the governor would be decided by a two-thirds vote of
each house of the legislature, which initiates the proceedings. TheOhio
Supreme Court then has 21 days to make a final determination of the
governor's capabilities and must hold a public meeting on the matter.
THE END of the official disability would be determined by a similar
procedure being enacted by a declaration from the governor.

Governor succession an issue
If both the governor and lieutenant governor would vacate their offices during the first 20 months of their terms, the amendment would
require an election be held for these officials at the next even-numbered
year's general election.
If, at the beginning of his term, the governor-elect is unable to serve
because of resignation or death, the lieutenant governor-elect would
serve the full term. If the governor-elect were disabled the lieutenant
governor-elect would serve until the disability ended.

Section five prohibits persons who participate in a duel from holding
any public office in Ohio.
Regulation of office eligibility is a legislative power, making this
constitutional provision unnecessary.
Section eight established a Bureau of Statistics in the secretary of
state's office. This provision is not needed because it has already been
established by statute.
If the constitution was not amended in this respect is would be
possible to question the legal authority of the legislature to create such
responsibilities in other state agencies.
ISSUE THREE

ISSUE TWO
Provisions of the state constitution become obsolete from time to time
because of new statutory laws and constitutional changes. Issue Two is
an example of the legislature trying to remove from the constitution
sections originally adopted to deal with problems existing in the state in
1851.
I sue Two would repeal sections two, five and eight of Article XV of the
Constitution.
THE ITEMS to be eliminated include section two which requires state
printing jobs to be privately contracted or directly done by the state.
Public printing is now controlled by provisions in statutory law and the
constitutional provisions are not needed

The proposed amendment would change section three of Article ID to
specify that the presentation of election results be made at the next
regular General Assembly session. This step would avoid the possibility
of a special decision deciding a tie vote in an election of governor,
lieutenant governor, secretary of state, auditor or attorney general
The amendment eliminates the possibility of a "lame duck"
legislature from voting on the tie.
Issue Three would also repeal section four of Article III which
provides for declaration of election results in years in which there is no
legislative session in the January following the November election. The
General Assembly is now required to meet each January, making
Section Four obsolete.

opinion
racial comments
Slate
Rep.
Gene
Damschroder (R-Fremont) ha» done a
monumental injustice to the voters of hit district and all the people of
Ohio by repeating and reinforcing the obscene racial slurs which were
made by former agriculture secretary Earl Butz in August.
In typical campaign appearances, Damschroder, the same man
who proposed banning alcoholic beverage on all college campuses,
joked about Butz's remarks and agreed with them.
"There's some fact to It. When you analyze It and think it over, you
can't argue with it." he was quoted as saying.
It is deplorable for any government official or so-called "public
servant" to publically denounce an ethnic group, as did Butz, and it is
even worse for a state legislator to jocularly agree.
Damschroder owes it to his constituents and his office to retract his
statement and make a full apology.
If he doesn't, Damschroder shouldn't

serve

in

the

General

Assembly or be reelected.

provide your input
Tonight is the chance for University students and city residents alike
to get their voices heard on the East Wooster Street widening Issue:
The widening of that main artery, which could have an adverse
effect on life in Bowling Green and on campus, will be discussed at a
public hearing at 7:30 tonight in the city park. This is an opportunity
for everyone favoring or opposing the Wooster Improvement to speak
up.
The purpose of a public hearing Is to see what the people of a
community have to say on an issue such as this before any substantive action is taken.
The improvement of Wooster, the News and several public officials
have pointed out, could be dangerous for University students and
faculty who will face increased traffic within a few feet of some
campus buildings.
We urge all concerned students to attend the hearing tonight and
express their opinions on this Issue to city officials.
Whether the Wooster project it eventually approved or rejected,
community input is essential to the democratic process. This is an
excellent chance to speak up on a city Issue and be heard.

'judgment is founded on truth...*

so someone left the gate open
WASHINGTON-Everyone is
asking what happened to President
Ford and how he suddenly lost his
momentum. I think I can tell you.
One day last week Mr. Ford's
campaign manager walked out to the
Rose Garden to discuss some
business and found the gate open. He
rushed back into the White House and
shouted "The President's gone! Who
left the Rose Garden gate open?"
None of his aides would admit he
had.
"I GAVE specific orders," the
campaign manager said, "that the
President was not to be let out of the
Rose Garden until after the election."
"He was awful itchy to get out of
the garden," an aide said. "I heard
1 inn tell Ron Nessen he planned to
tunnel out under the fence as soon as
Congress went home."
"Oh my God," the manager said.
"He was doing so well in the polls.
Our campaign strategy was working
perfectly. The only time the press
could get near him was when he was
signing bills. Now he's going to blow
the whole thing."
ONE OF THE aides said defensively, "He'srunningforPresiojent of
the United States, and he has a right
to campaign if he wants to. Besides,
it gets cold in the Rose Garden at
night."
"I don't care how cold it gets. Look
what happened when he ran in the
primaries against Ronald Reagan.
He was leading by 20 points. Then he
started campaigning and hit his head
against his helicopter every time he

w
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university police questioned
By Edward Morris
English Department
Guest Columnist
So far. three students have written
letters opposing the position that the
campus police be disbanded and
their duties taken over by students.
There Ls no advantage is being
diverted into quarreling with these
three. After all, they aren't armed,
aren't an obscene drain on a
shrinking University budget, and
aren't organized to oppress others.
Moreover, I'm certain that a lot of
students honestly do feel more secure
because the police are around. The
campus police are better at public
relations than anything else, and
they have nurtured this feeling.
It would be a mistake, then, for
those of us who want the police out of
here and the., funds turned to useful
purposes to be lured into sniping at
each other.
To keep alive and growing, the
police have to present themselves as
necessary and vigilant. But what
have they really done to earn their
money? Their pitiful record of
recovering stolen property makes it
clear that the University would get
off far cheaper by just paying
students outright for their losses.
And is the campus regularly-or
ever-so overrun by hoodlums that
the combined strength of the city
police, the county sheriff, the state
highway patrol, and the evereffective Ohio National Guard is
insufficient?
There persists the question of
whether or not students could handle
the dangerous and delicatre missions

now undertaken by the campus
police. They could.
We're not talking about recruiting
u student patrol from the neighborhood crossing guards. I have
noticed no qualities in the campus
police to show they are stronger, or
wiser, or braver than students. And
if the time should come when most of
the University community decides
that a student patrol should be armed, I see no reason to believe that
they would act with less restraint
that the police do now.
"Paranoia" is a lovely word to toss
around, and God knows we should all
be grateful for an expanded
vocabulary, but ask Paul X Moody,
who was held incommunicado for
seven hours by the campus policeask him if he's paranoid
Ask him if he felt paranoid over
having his apartment searched. Ask
him if he was being oversensitive in
objecting to his alibi not being
checked? Ask him is he was petty
enough to be disturbed when facts of
identification were withheld from the
official police record.
Ask him if he was comforted
during his ordeal by the realization
that the police had recovered-from
time to ume-a few thousand dollars
worth of stolen property and had
fearlessly run a few drunks off
campus who didn't ha ve IDs.
Ask the students who can't find
campus jobs and who cant cope with
the library's restrictred hours if they
are nonetheless heartened that so
many police can dress so prettily and
drive such expensively equipped
and handsomely monogrammed
patrol cars.

Ask teachers strapped for office
and classroom materials they feel
about the cops' extravagant
assemblage of taping and communications hardware. Ask students
from large, urban universities which
have no armed police how they
escape with their lives.
Police supporters invariably get
around to saying things like: "1 know
your type-if you were in trouble
you'd be the first one to call the
police." Well, that's true. And if I
were dying of thirst and hunger, I'd
drink muddy water and eat shoe
leather, too
I would even feel kindly toward a
rattlesnake which nipped my enemy
before he could damage me. That
does not mean, however, that given a
wider range of options I would choose
muddy water, shoe leather, and
rattlesnakes.
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got off the plane. The White House is
the only safe place for Gerry Ford."
"The President can handle himself." a loyal aide retorted. "He
hasn't been in politics for 37 years
without knowing what to say."
The campaign manager wasn't
convinced,
"Does anyone know
where he went'"
"I HEARD him say he was going
out to California to debate foreign
policy with Jimmy Carter."
"Oh. my God. I told him not to

debate with Jimmy Carter. The man
gets under Ford's skin and will make
Gerry blurt out anything."
"You don't give the President
enough credit," an aide retorted.
"He's well versed in foreign affairs
and has had daily briefings from
Henry Kissinger. When it comes to a
debate on our policy overseas he'll
make mincemeat of Carter.''
The campaign manager said, "It's
too much of a gamble. The President
has everything to lose and nothing to
gain by debating Carter.
He
promised me he'd stay in the Rose
Garden. I'd like to find the guy who
unlocked the gate."
"EARL BUTZ was out there last
night saying goodby. Maybe he did
it.
The campaign manager said,
• Well, we've got to get him back.
Call Air Force One and demand they
immediately return to Washington."
"It's too late. The President's

plane has already arrived in San
Francisco. The debate is about to
start any minute."
•Oh, my God," the campaign
manager said as he turned on the set
FORAN
hour no one said
anything. Then Max Frankel of the
New York Times asked the question
about the Soviet Sphere of influence
in the Eastern European countries.
The campaign manager put his
hands over his eyes. "Here It
comes."
Sure enough, the President blew it
by saying there was no Soviet
domination in East Europe and
mentioned Yugoslavia, Romania and
Poland as being free countries.
Everyone in the room said "Oh, my
God" in unison.
"ALLRIGHT, wise guys," the
campaign manager said. "Was I
right about opening the gate to the
Rose Garden or wasn't I ?
It was a rhetorical question to
which nobody bothered to reply.

.Letters
holidays
I hope that your October 12
editorial ("A Missing Holiday") is
not typical in its shallowness of
thought of what we will be faced with
this year in the BG News.
1) The writer cannot decide
whether Columbus Day should have
been observed by dismissal of
classes because of its historical
significance (how many really care)
or because students need a break
'after only 2'.■ weeks of classes).
Neither reason carries much
cogency.
2) Setting a calendar is not the
simple matter thnt the writer
suggests.
Except for the
Thanksgiving break (which we will
continue to observe), the legal
holidays that occur during the
Academic Year fall on Monday. If a
Monday holiday is made up by
having classes on a day other than
Monday, an imbalance is then
created (e.g., with once a week
classes). The fact that TU is willing
to live with this imbalance is little
reason for us to do likewise.
31 Similarly, the glib comment
that "The same end can be reached
by chopping a day or two off the
extended Christmas of spring break''
does not wash. Ending classes on a
day other than Friday gives little
time to prepare for finals. Beginning
spring quarter on Thursday or,
worse, Friday is considered by too
many to be an invitation to skip the
first day of class or two (in addition
to the imbalance mentioned in no. 2).
You may be interested to know that
during the 1977-78 school year,
Winter and Spring quarters start on
Tuesday (with the accompanying
handicap of Monday as the last day of
classes) because of New Years and
Easter. It was felt that these days
were of sufficient significance to
outweigh the problems just outlined.
Advice from all segments of the
University community is helpful in
setting the academic calendar but it
is most helpful when other than
cursory thought has been given to it
There is a tendency to forget events
such as field trips which are
scheduled a year or more in advance
and which need the full time
scheduled (as during spring break).
If the paper is really interested in
calendar reform, I suggest that It
take an in-depth look at the advantages and disadvantages of
changing back to a semester system,
but one in which the first semester
ends before Christmas.

W.A.Kirby
Department of Mathematics
Some can't understand how a
repressive institution-like the police-can be made up of people who are
individually "nice and friendly." The
answer to this is simple enough: the
This letter is in response to the
institution prescribes what they must
do to keep their jobs, and the letter in the BG News, Oct. 12. by Ms.
prescription isn't "just be your nice, Penny Hoffman and Lynnette
friendly self." "Nice police are Johnson who complained of the
caught in the same bind as "nice" competition and the work required of
teachers who don't want to hurt work study students. The need for
anybody, but who are forced to give the competition is obvious, there are
many more students than jobs on the
grades that do.
If most of the students, staff, and campus. If one feels unable to
faculty here want the expense and compete on a small scales, how can
presence of armed police and if they one receive the practice necessary to
don't want the bother of controlling compete for the bigger competitions
them, those are the democratic called for in living...grades, Jobs,
friends, money, etc?
breaks.
We don't know of the procedures of
But the choice must be ours.

jobs

other departments in the hiring of
their student help, but we ask that a
student be able to do the things
required of him and to show up for
work when he says he will. As for
any "third degree" used in soliciting
the abilities of the students, the
students are informed by the Student
Employment office of the types of
work required in the job they apply
for...they have the right at that time
to say they're not interested.
Students are not put through any
"hell" to get a job.
We feel the base of the problem
with regard to the letter is the
problem of attitude. Work study, in
our opinion, is a priviledge, not a
right which the writers of the letter
seemed to overlook. If one cannot do
small jobs with a cheerful attitude
and a willingness to do it well, how
can one be expected, to complete a
larger job with a better attitude?
there is another problem in the
letter which we would like to speak
to. We had hired one of the writers in
the letter last winter. The students,
at the time of hiring, give us a
schedule of the times they are willing
to work. Is it too much to ask that the
student appear at the times she says
she will?
I believe the term is responsibility.
There were days when this pa rticular
student did not show up for work,
after having said that she would; we
would call her, she would say she
would be in, she would not appear
even then. I feel we were more than
generous with her all during that
quarter, and it was a relief that she
did not reappear at the beginning of
the winter quarter to "work" for us.
As for the type of work asked of the
students...do they feel that because
they are in college that they are too
intelligent to learn to do the menial
jobs of xeroxing, etc. They are lured
to help out the secretarial staff and
not to take over the secretarial
positions.
Surely 12 years of
secretarial experience qualifies one
much more than taking college
courses (which are for the most part

unrelated to secretarial work) for
secretarial positions.
Are these students saying that
along with the privilege of corning to
college they should have a highquality or high-status (however they
see it) job also waiting for them?
Wasn't the work study program
designed to aid students that would
otherwise not have this priviledge of
college? Surely being able to have a
part-time job at hours that are inconvenient to the employer must be a
priviledge in itself.
How many other jobs can you
arrive at for an hour or two whatever
days you choose? And how can one
be expected to be assigned more than
xeroxing or running off assignments,
etc.. when one is not at the job for any
length of time, assuming one had the
ski Us9
JudyHogan
Nancy Tucker
Department of Political Science

let's hear from you
The News welcomes
opinion from its readers in
the form of letters to the
editor which comment on
published columns, editorial
policy or any topic of interest
All letters should be
typewritten and triple
spaced. They most be signed
and the author's address and
telephone number must be
Included for verification.
Letters can be sent to:
Letters To the Editor, The BG
News, 1M University Hall.
The News reserves (he
right to reject any letters if
they are deemed in bad taste
or malicious. No personal
attacks or name-calling will
be published.
Readers wishing to submit
guest columns should follow a
similar procedure.
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Day in Review City Council OK's project funds
From Associated Press Reports
in the infamous Bermuda Triangle
APPARENTLY recognizing that the
presidential campaign could become
section of the Atlantic Ocean will be
more bitter in its waning days.
found afloat.
Democratic contender Jimmy Outer
A search resumed yesterday for the
expressed confidence yesterday that
crewmen of the 590-foot Sylvia L Ossa,
both he and President Ford would try to
carrying iron ore from Brazil to
keep it from descending to the "gutter
Philadelphia.
leveL"
The ship was last heard from on
Carter made the observation in an
Wednesday, about 140 miles due west of
early-morning interview with network
Bermuda, when she radioed that heavy
reporters at his peanut warehouse in
weather and gale-force winds were
Plains, Ga., hours before a scheduled
forcing her to reduce speed. The 15,026departure on another vote-seeking
ton ship is owned by the Omnium
Shipping Corp. of New York.
foray, this time to Florida, North
Carolina and New York. But the trip,
US. Coast Guard officials said
Sunday they found an oil suck, a
lasting only two days, marked an easing
of the pace set by Carter most of the
lifeboat, a coil of rope and' a sign board
with the letters OSSA on it" near the
past week.
ship's last location.
No vessels in the area reported
PRESIDENT FORD was in
receiving either a distress message or
Washington, where he plans to remain
the traditional 'Mayday" signal from
until Thursday when he embarks on a
the missing ship.
final 10-day campaign blitz that will
take him to as many as 14 states In a bid
A FRENCH engineering firm said
to overtake Carter's evident lead before
yesterday that oil-rich Saudi Arabia is
their Nov. 2 showdown.
seriously considering a plan to tow
A number of polls and surveys
icebergs from the Antarctic to the Red
released during the weekend put Carter
Sea to provide more water for the desert
ahead of the President by varying
kingdom.
percentages among voters and in
The firm said the 5,000-mile voyage,
projected electoral votes. But most
at a pace of one nautical mile per hour,
showed the Democrat's edge well within
could take from 6 to 12 months and cost
the margin of error that all such samabout $80 million.
plings carry, meaning that the race is
The company. Cicero, located in the
nearly even and could go either way.
Paris suburb of Marly-Le-Roi, said it
was contacted about a year ago by Saudi
GOV. JAMES A RHODES yesterday
officials who wanted a fresh approach to
ordered the Ohio Highway Patrol to
their country's water shortage
immediately enter an investigation into
problems. Contract discussions are in
fraud charges involving the state's
the final stage, Cicero officials said.
injured workmen's insurance fund.
Cicero engineers worked out the plan
His order for a team of 14 into use icebergs, which are salt-free and
vestigators came after the Democratmelt as fresh water, in coordination
dominated Controlling Board waivered
with French polar experts and said they
on the governor's earlier request for
$538,654 in emergency funds for the Ohio are confident it is feasible.
Industrial Commission to hire 14 outside
A HARVARD professor won the 1976
investigators.
Commission chairman William Nobel Prize in chemistry and two
American nuclear physicists shared the
Johnston said Rhodes told the inphysics prize yesterday to complete an
vestigators to report to the commission
unprecedented sweep for the United
this morning. Johnston said the action
States of all four Nobel science awards.
will expand the probe of fraud
The Royal Swedish Academy of
statewide. It already has produced
Sciences in Stockholm, Sweden, named
more than 100 indictments in Cuyahoga
William Nunn Lipscomb, 56, winner of
County.
^^^^
the chemistry prize "for his studies of
A PALESTINIAN stronghold in boranes, illuminating problems of
southern Lebanon was captured by chemical bonding.''
The physics prize went jointly to
troops riding in Israeli helicopters,
Profs. Burton Richter of Stanford
witnesses said.
A Lebanese Moslem officer claimed University and Samuel C.C. Ting of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
the attacking forces at the town of
Marjayoun were Lebanese Christians for pioneering work in the discovery of a
backed by Israeli transport and ar- heavy elementary particle now called
tillery. He said Israeli forces had also the "J Particle."
President Ford lauded the winners
entered the town once it had been
captured. Other Moslems claimed to during a White House ceremony for
have engaged Israelis in hand-to-hand American scientists. He noted that
yesterday's awards along with the
combat.
Israel denied that its forces were medicine and economics prizes given
involved in the assault "From the last week mark "the first time in history
beginning they have tried to involve that a single country has been the home
Israel in the war," said a spokesman In of all these winners."
Tel Aviv. "But this has not changedTHE SCHOOL desegregation
Israel is not involved in the war."
"hotlines" in Cleveland say the
Correspondents have seen instances
of Israel providing armored cars, telephone lines are being kept warm by
weapons and artillery support for suburbanites asking about potential
Christian forces in the border area, busing of their children.
"I think city people already know
apparently to help purge it of guerrillas.
Correspondents have not seen any their kids will be involved," says Nancy
actual Isaeli troops in action with the Oakley, education specialist for the
Great Cleveland Interchurch Council
Christians.
which operates one of the two inTHE SUPREME COURT, acting on formation services set up to answer
the complaint of a bright schoolgirl, questions about desegregation plans.
Last August, U.S. Disrict Court Judge
agreed yesterday to decide whether
Philadelphia can maintain sexually Frank J. Battisti ruled that the state and
segregated high schools for its local boards of education were
responsible for racial segregation in
academically gifted students.
The court will consider Susan Lynn Cleveland's schools.
What remedy will be required has yet
Vorehheimer's claim that the city's
practice of operating the separate to be determind, though Battisti has set
up the mechanics and has ordered the
schools is discriminatory.
After graduating in 1974 as her junior school board to propose a solution.
high school's outstanding student with
UNDER INTENSE political pressure,
awards in science and geometry,
Vorchheimer wanted to attend Central state senators moved ahead uncertainly
High School which had science f acuities yesterday on Gov. James A. Rhodes'
demand for the ouster of Industrial
superior to the girl's school.
Commissioner Gregory J. Stebbins.
Central High is an all boys school, and
Senate Majority Leader Oliver
she was not allowed to enter.
Ocasek i D-Northf ielc i said there was
BARGAINERS for the United Auto "a great cloud of legality" over the
Workers (UAW) and for Chrysler and special session ordered by Rhodes to
General Motors say they are making remove the embattled bureaucrat
progress in contract talks and hope to Despite the procedural questions,
avoid further strikes in the industry this Ocasek said the Senate would vote on
year■
"There was minor
progress, „ saidJ the matter at .n evening wssion and
UAW Vice President Douglas Fraser added that the governor has put a gun to
after day-long subcommittee meetings our head."
"He has made it political," the Senate
Saturday with Chrysler. "I wouldn't
call it terribly significant, but it was leader said of Republican Rhodes.
pi

Nomeetings were held Sunday.
Discussions resumed yesterday.
Chrysler's top bargainer, William
O'Brien, vice president for employe and
industrial relations, said the company
also was satisfied with the progress of
talks aimed at producing a three-year
agreement covering the No. 3 car
maker's 109.000 hourly workers and
9,100 salaried employes in the United
States and Canada.
COAST GUARD officials hold out
little hope that a Panamanian cargo
ship reportred missing with 37 crewmen

ELSIE ARRIGONI took a bizarre, but
colorful, revenge on city officials who
turned down her request to build a rest
home within the 277-year-old Durham
Historic District.
Arrigoni said the district commission
refused to approve the project, even
though she had hired a designer to work
up plans to fit (he area, had consulted
with the commissioners and spent $4,500
for a variety of surveys.

By Gail Hants
Staff Reporter

provement fund, according
to Finance Director
Charles Foust.

The ward two improvement project might
just become a reality after
all
One of the final steps in
completing preliminary
details of the project was
approved by City Council
last night when legislation
was passed enabling the
city to borrow funds to pay
for $1,200,000 of the
proposed improvements.
Total cost of the project
is about $2 million, but
some of the funds have
already been paid or
allocated from the sewer
and water capital im-

THE IMPROVEMENTS
include resurfacing the
roads and installing storm
and sanitary sewers,
sidewalks and curbs in the
area
which
is
predominately populated
by students.
"We're now in the last
step of getting the project
done,"
Municipal
Administrator Wesley K.
Hoffman said.
CKy officials are now
waiting to hear if the city
will receive federal funding to finance the project.
When that is determined,

Hoffman said he will begin
advertising for bids from
construction companies.
"We were supposed to
hear last week," Hoffman
said. "But it'll be any day
now."
He said even if the city is
refused the grant, the
amount of money obtained
from issuing bonds will be
enough to finance the
project, adding that he is
optimistic about receiving
funds.
THE PROJECT will
begin either late this year
or early next year, Hoffman said, explaining that
there might be a delay if
the ground is frozen when

construction is scheduled
to begin.
Another
topic
of
discussion
was the
proposed $5 motor vehicle
license fee to be voted upon
by citizens Nov. 2.
If passed, a $5 annual
license fee would be
charged for each motor
vehicle registered in the
city and the fee would be
added to the cost of license
plates.
Mayor Alvin L Perkins
and Hoffman stressed that
citizens should seriously
consider the proposal when
they vote, saying the city's
street fund needs the extra
money the fee would

generate for the upkeep of
streets and installation of
traffic signals.
HOFFMAN said persons
will be charged the $5 if
they list Bowling Green as
their permanent address,
no matter where they
purchase
plates.
Therefore, students who
own cars and vote in the
city will have to pay the
fee.
The city allocates about
$75,000 annually for street
improvements but it
usually costs about $135,000
to repair roads and install
lights and signs, Hoffman
said.

Candidate urges utility, industry reform
By Dennis J.Sadowski
Staff Reporter
Stressing the need for
utility reform, James R
Copley, Democratic
candidate for State Senator
in Ohio's Second District,
said Ohio consumers will
be paying $830.5 million
more for their utilities this
year.
In an interview with the
News, Copley said if an
emergency clause in
Senate BUI 563 and an
amendment to Senate Bill
94 (SB 94) would have
passed
the
Ohio
legislature, Ohio's consumers would not be
paying as much for
utilities.

Both pieces of legislation
would have placed further
restrictions on utility
companies in Ohio and
save consumers money, he
said, adding that any rate
increase requests filed last
year will be heard under
the old Reconstruction
Cost New Formula.
IN BOTH bills, with their
additions, consumers
would pay only for the
construction of a new
building, he said.
Replacing a building
costs more than just
building it because the
utility companies add the
cost of new equipment
when asking for a rate
increase, he explained.

Copley criticized State
Sea Paul E. Gillmor (RPort Clinton), his opponent, for voting against
both additions.
Copley said if elected he
will introduce legislation to
make industries pay taxes
on a periodic basis instead
of at the end of the year as
they do nuw.
The state deducts taxes
from each paycheck a
worker receives he said.
"Why should I be treated
any differently than
another group?," he asked
HE SAD) the problems in
the Medicaid program and
the workmen's compensation program of the
Ohio Industrial Com-

mission were caused by
Gov. James A. Rhodes'
administration for "not
keeping close enough ties
on them (those involved in
the fraud)."
"I think they need a
better auditing system.
There is no procedure to
verify if a company
exists," Copley said.
He said he would also
propose changes in voting
registration procedures.
He said permanent
registration booths could
be set up in busy parts of
the community and
postcard registration
would make registering
easier.
"The voter registration
shouldn't be a deterrent on

people to vote," Copley
said.
"THERE ARE a lot of
pieces of legislation that
the person drafting the
legislation knows it'll
never become a law. The
answer is to find some
support for that piece of
legislation before it is
submitted
to
the
legislature, "hesaid.
Copley is president of the
Fostoria area United Auto
Workers Community
Action Program and is
active in Common Cause,
Taxation
With
Representation, Citizens
for Utility Rate Equality
and Ohioans for Utility
Reform.

Freshman talent show entertains, delights
Review by
BethRoooey
The Freshman Talent
Show which played last
weekend in the Joe E.
Brown Theater did just
what it was intended to do.
It showcased freshman
talent.
Of course, some were
more talented than others,

some were more nervous,
some were more enjoyable
to watch. But the strongest
impression was that the
evening presented a
delightful time and a sense
of perspective.
Some stood out with a
sophisticated sense of
stage presence and
dynamic acts. These included Kim Kish, Mark

Road improvement
program delayed
ByChelieMcCiure
The improvement
program in Ward Two is
"taking us longer than I
would have hoped it would
take," for three reasons,
according to Municipal
Administrator. Wesley K.
Hoffman.
Ward Two includes all
the numbered streets
between Manvillc Avenue
and South College Drive
and Jackson Street; Klotz
Road, High Street, Elm
Street and Troup Street.
The streets, sidewalks and
curbs will be paved.
A $200,000 grant from
Housing and Urban
Development still has not
been received, Hoffman
said.
ALSO DELAYING
procedures is the lack of an
approving opinion from the

Bond Council, he said. The
Bond Council is a
Cleveland law firm that
must approve the city's
legal procedures and
financial qualifications
before bonds can be sold to
finance the project.
In addition to approval
from the Bond Council, an
ordinance must be passed
to authorize the sale of
notes in the amount of $1.2
million
to
cover
assessments, he said.
"These assessment
projects take a long time,"
Hoffman said. In addition
to the financial delays,
there is the need to acquire
some property from St.
Mark's Lutheran Church,
315 S. College, Dr. Hoffman said .
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Other performers that
stood out, but lacked vital
ingredients that would
propel them to the
forefront were Mary
Schilke, Melissa Davies,
Dave Pace and Steve
Yenney.

*******************

*
*
*

Nov. 1-2-3
Entry Pee *3.00 (includes games)

*
*
*
*
*

(behind Burger Chef)
FOOSBALL TOURNEY EVERY SUNDAY
COLLEGE ID NITE MONDAY
9-BALL TOURNEY EVERY TUESDAY
352-8343 YOU MUST BE 18 OR OVER

••••••••••••••••••••
ANNOUNCING THE

GRAND OPENING

IDABHEODA'S
With A $400.00 GIVEAWAY
8 Lucky People Will Win $50.00
of Women's Apparel
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Morrissey's rendition of
"Send in the Clowns"
showcased the finest
cultured voice in the

company. The emotion in
her song reached the
audience with more tenderness and effect than
any other, but her performance was hindered by
incomplete staging.

CIGARETTES

THURSDAY
OCTOBER 28, 1976

INTHNATIONAL MANAGIMINI

KBITS ACT was showstopping in its sheer
energy and vivacity. Her
voice was amazingly clear
and vibrant, and she
reached out and grabbed
the audience as no other
performer was able to do.
She showed a gifted sense
of comedic timing and she
carried off her number
from "Funny Girl" with
natural ease.

Both Magill and Mizenko
demonstrated musical
talent. Magill performed
Elton John's "Your Song"
with an appealing innocence, and Mizenko
showed consummate skill
on folk guitar. But both of
them also stood out for
their ease in comedy
routines.

OF

INTERNATIONAL
CAREER?

10 diacuta Qualification! for
advanced study at
AMIIICAN
OtADUATI SCHOOt
and lob opportunities
in the titld of

MagiU, John Mizenko and
Ellen Morrissey.
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•
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SOUTHERN TOBACCO
391 Ajaejon Avenue
Ccn-aJGaWei. r-1onda33l34

no

just clip the coupon and
bring it to the store
ALL ITEMS IN THE STORE DRASTICALLY REDUCED
DURING GRAND OPENING WEEK

1040 S. MAIN BOWLING GREEN
IN THE BIG "N" plaza
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Better than coming home
By BUI Saunders
Wire Editor

Newsphotos by Mindy Milligan

It only happens once
each year-at BGSU
homecoming.
More people drive into
the campus on Friday
afternoon than out of it
Cars are parked illegally
without being ticketed.
Parents dare to walk
through
dormitory
hallways.
The end zones are
painted orange and brown,
balloons fill the air and
people actually listen to the
alma mater.
Students tried to explain
why everyone was making
such a big deal over just
another mid-season
football game.
"It's a socialization
pressed upon us by our

dollars going up in flamesparents," someone said.
"I used to walk my wife
"Once a year, it's and other somewhat to Shatzel and Williams
tolerable."
contrived, yet traditional Hall. Now," he sighed, "I
It's a chance for those and therefore acceptable, get lost."
who've been gone a long events throughout the
But they played "Ayetime to feel welcome for a weekend.
Ziggy-Zoomba" as well as
short while and an excuse
There were bands, anyone would probably
for those who live here to burgees, banners and more ever want to; they cheered
indulge in a little hokey people wearing nice when we scored and booed
school spirit.
clothes than at any other when we fumbled just like
time since gay jean day the rest of the gang.
IT'S
CALLED
"homecoming" although last spring.
The football crowd was,
no one really is coming
"They'd look stupid for the most part,
home. But "gamecoming" wearing flowers with atypically enthusiastic
jeans," someone ex- Saturday. Although lulled
doesn't quite fit it either.
Although arranged plained.
into a mild trance during
And there were the parts of the game, an
around a couple of hours of
football,
homecoming alumni-some from hun- occasional exciting play, a
brought a lot of other dreds of miles away, some saxophone solo or a sip of
special things to the who hadn't visited the the flask kept them going
University since Freddy strong.
University last weekend.
There were the dances, Falcon was a mere egg.
A pair of self-appointed
the bonfire and the , A 1926 graduate who cheerleaders halfway up in
fireworks-where one got hadn't been back in SO the stands tried to fill in the
the feeling he was wat- years said the place had gaps.
ching his general fee
i little.
"WHATS WRONG with

these people? The MAC
title is on the line," one of
them yelled.
"They look cute in their
little corsages but I can't
get them psyched." he
said.
"They're afraid
they'll lose their reputation
in a conservative crowd."
But through their encouragement, the crowd
finally did get vocal in the
fourth quarter, pushed the
team down the field and
stayed in the stadium until
the final gun-perhaps a
University first.
And the Falcons beat
Kent State 17-13.
Afterward, it was off to
fraternity parties, formal
dances or straight home.
And then it was time to
gel things back to normal,
because the once-a-year
excuse was over.
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Dorsey's Rexall Drugs

1616E.

Let us fill your prescriptions
from home...
Your drug headquarters in B.G.

Wooster

Vi block from campus 500 E. Wooster
"by the tracks"
Hours 9-9 Mon.-Fri.
352-1693
11:30-5 Sun. 9-7 Sat.
BG D at Miami .

352-5221

THE PIZZA PEOPLE
OFB.G.S.U
Harvard □ at Princeton D

BEN&FRANKLIN
Miniature & Junior Candy Bars
Reese Cups
KRACKELS
Hershey Miniatures
Mr. Goodyear
Milk Chocolate Hereheye
Hersheys With Almonds
Shop: Mon., Thurs., Frl. 9-9 p.m.
Tuee., Wed., Sat. 9-5:30 Sun. 12-5

154 Main St.

$1.00 A Bag

Shop: Mon, Thurs, Fri 9-9 p.m.
Tues, Wed, Sat 9-5:30 p.m. Sun 12-5
Iowa State D - at Colorado D

utyv. Wlorow*ljima?
428 E. WOOSTER
PH. 353-1045
Boston College □ at Army D

Bee Gee
Bookstore
All Your Required
Books & Supplies
1424 E. Wooster
Across from Harshman
Yale D at Penn D

ADCRESSt
CITY. STATF^
•mONEi
DELIVtR TOB C NtWSOtl ICE 106 UNIVERSITY HM.L
Prizes of $15. $10, and $5 gift certificates will be given to the top
three persons, respectively selecting the most winners from the 22
college games listed above In case of a tie the person selecting
closest points to the actual outcome of the designater1
professional game is determined the winner ktaric an "X" in the
square opposite the team you belies* will win. Ifagameendsina
tie and you select one of the teams as a winner, it will count as a
loss in your total However, if you designate a tie and the game
wins in a tie. it will count in your "win" column. Each contestent
is permitted only one entry. Entry forms reproduced electronically are not acceptable
Ballots will be tabulated by
members of the Kappa Sigma I ratemity. All decisions of the
ludges are final All entries must be in the BC News Office by 5
p.m erf the I ndiy preceding the games. This is a free contest
open to all persons except employes of the participating sponsors.
members ot the Kappa Sigma I ratemity and the BC News employes

CONGRATULATIONS!
Last Week's Football
Contest Winners Are:

Shown actual size.

His father's mustache never had it so good!
Handsome tortoise shell mustache comb; sterling
monogram. Crafted by Leonore Doskow.
Mustache comb.

KLEVERS JEWELERS

125 N. Main

Maryland □ at Duke □

CURT MOSSER
223 CONKLIN HALL

1st Place

DALE STEARNS
224 CONKLIN HALL

2nd Place

DANO MAIMONE
3rd Place
345 RODGERS QUAD
Pick The Score
Cincinnati 11 at Houston O

Dino's Pizza Pub
Your Hosts

Tom & Josie Jettire
|^|2iCl

tnaid's
I®

in

203 N. MAIN

A PIIIa n«v«r had II iO good. TM
Submarine Sandwich

Safodi

Sun - Thun 4 30 p m to 1 o.m.
Frl ( Sol 4:30 p.m. la I a.m.
FAST FKtt DEUVEKY
In Bowling OrMn

1470 EAST WOOSTER ST.
Iowa □ at Minnesota □

352-5166
Michigan State D at Illinois D
=

LASALLE*S
525 H. Main

129 S. Main

OPEN A STUDENT
CHARGE ACCOUNT!
charge within the same day

Temple □ at Syracuse D

SOUND ASSOCIATES
the place to buy stereo

• GUARANTEED PRICE POLICY
• COMPLETE SERVICE
• WIDEST COMPONENT SELECTION
• EVALUATION PROGRAM
• EXTENDED WARRANTY
• FINANCING AVAILABLE

248 South MAin

352 3595

Louisville □ at Alabama □

GROSS

IN THE MINI MALL
188 S. MAIN
BOWLING GREEN
352-8160

Bowling Green's
headquarters for
cameras, accessories,
and dark room supplies
Missouri □ at Nebraska u

[oledoD at Dayton

Slip Utonrb,
Knot
irregular RUG patterns
reg. 20% off will be 50% off

136 S. Main
Shop Mon., Thurs.,
Fri. till 9 p.m.

MIDNIGHT MADNESS

Catalog
352-1555

OCT. 22

UCLA D at California D
MhaWMWWMM

■^XW.^.'.l.i

352-3551
FREE DELIVERY
call for special party ratesappointment only
Kansas D at Kansas State D

SANDY'S HOBBYCENTER
139 W. Wooster
Bowling Green , O.
Ph. 352-0003
Trains, railroad equipment
& accessories, plastic models.
balsa flying models, classic cart,
odio control equipment, war games
and accessories, mogic sets, slot cars, rockets, points, glue, cement,
point-oy-number sets, doll house furniture kits, macrome |ewelry kits,

HOURS: Mon Thurs II am 7 pm Frl 12-9 pm Sol JOS pm

Florida D at Tennessee D

% clothes tree
25% OFF
SALE FRIDAY 10-9 ONLY
on Jump Suits, Sweaters, Dresses,
Slacks And Sports Wear.

Stadium View
Shopping Center

352-5915

Oklahoma State D at Oklahoma □

JCFemey

Beaded Christmas Ornaments

OPEN 6-12

532 East Wooster
Bowling Green, Ohio

Arkansas □ at Houston □

NOW SHOWING OUR
COMPLETE LINE OF
MEN'S AND WOMEN'S
FALL AND WINTER BOOTS.
Michigan D at Indiana D

Huntington
Banks
"We're Hem Satisfied Until You Are"

|Three Offices in Bowling
Green Also Perrysburg and
North Baltimore
Marshall Q at Western Michigan □

THE ALPINE VILLAGE
* RESTAURANT
featuring German, Italian,
and American foods.
Banquet Room
Phone
Catering Facilities 353-0512
Cocktail Lounge 117M.Mainst.
AND ENTERTAINMENT WITH
DAVE PHILLIPS THURS.,FRI.and SAT.9-1
Citadel D at Air Force D

HEALTH FOOD
Special Sale I
Vitamin E
and
Vitamin C

D. J. Shops
115 WEST MERRY STREET
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
Telephone 352-9157 (419)
Notre Dame D at South Carolina D

South Side Six
737 S. Main
8 Pack 16 oz
Coke 99*
plus deposit
Eastern Michigan D at Akron D

\
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Silent film star makes visit
ByBethRooney

Alumni and friends
gathered Saturday on
Mercer Road for the
dedication of the
Bowling Green Alumni
Center. The project was
completed through
private financing and
was opened in August

The mani< of this century's only new art
form came alive Sunday night, when the
"queen of American film" appeared in the
theater nann-d after her.
Lillian Gbh brought the world of the
silent flickering screen to her captivce
audience in 105 Hanna Hail-now called the
Gish Film Theater-by showing clips of
early films. The potpourri of the classics
ranged from the 1912 "The Birth of a
Nation" to Buster Keaton and Rudolph
Valentino.
In addition to chronicling the rise of film,
she charted her own rise and that of her
mentor, D.W.Griffith.

She noted that in later years, her salary
surpassed Griffith's podcetbook: more
than$175.00aweek.
Miss Gish noted that film making in
those days was more haphazard than it is
now. She said films were shot without a
script-in Griffith's style, the script was
etched in his head-and all of the action was
shot in one day. Griffith developed the
concept of close-up photography in 1911.
Until then, film making resembled theater,
because the camera was always in one
position, using long shots.

The fragile-looking Miss Gish offered an
intimate glimpse of the early Hollywood
crowd. She recounted stories of the
THE 80-YEAR-old Miss Gish started her legendary Mary Pickford (whose real
career at the age of 5 in nearby Risingsun. name was Gladys Smith), Douglas FairHer first film experience was for Griffith banks and Charlie. She also painted the
at age 12, when she took off her hat, picture of a carefree and naive life when
powdered her face and made $5 for the day. movies were young.

JJZs. Puff Presents..

Additional fee covers ed majors' travel cost
By Julie Rollo
Staff Reporter
Education majors-do
you know how your special
projects fees are expended?
A MO fee for "schoolbased clinical experience"
is used for travel expenses,
according to Dr. Donald J.
Chase, assistant to the
dean for resources and
field-based experience
programs.
Projects
subject to this fee are
Hearing
Impaired

Program (HIP), Project
Interaction (PI), Project
MERGE and Methods
Experience Project
(MEP). Students in the
last three groups are taken
to Toledo, Fremont,
Findiay, Sylvania or other
school districts almost
every day, Chase said.
"If a student drives to
Toledo 50 days out of the
quarter, there is no way he
can do it for $40." he said,
explaining the fees'
benefit. The alternative to
charging the fee is for

LOOKING FOR
* NATURAL ?
* ORGANIC ?
try on

students to pay expenses
and reach destinations on
their own he added.
WHEN STUDENT
drivers arranged transportation themselves,
they were not always
reimbursed
by
the
passengers, he added.
Part of the fees go toward
reimbursing these drivers.
Students are taken to the
schools
either
by
University transportation
services or student
drivers, who are reimbursed for driving (with
consideration given to
distance, destination and
number of passengers),
Chase said.
Student travel risk insurance, costing 15 cents a
day, covers a student when
he is off campus, regar-

SHAKLEEAAAKE- UP
For info./appt.
(In block W ol McOonold )

CALL TERRY STRALEY
or
GERRY JENSEN

372-5905
352-1477
Paid Political Ad

dless of distance traveled,
he explained.
Fees also include driver
extended liability insurance for student drivers
up to $1 million above that
which they already have,
according to Chase.
CHASE admitted that
some students travel more
than others, "but a student
who takes chemistry is
using more University
funds than someone in a
history lecture...it all
balances out in the end."
The system is "always
based on making sure
students get their money
back," he said.
Dr. Wilfred D. Wienke,
director of
Project
MERGK,
said that
program uses student
drivers instead of buses,
which are "inefficient"
and "very inflexible."
"Now if the kids are
ready to leave at 2:30, they
can leave and not have to
wait for a bus," he said.
He said students often are
assigned to a car in which
student teachers are going
to the same school. Being
seniors, student teachers

frequently own cars, unlike
underclassmen, Chase
added.
A $10 fee is charged to
those in "university fieldbased experience" (Help a
Child project, Wood Lane
TMR, Milton reading
center), which is also
expended for travel, with
one exception. In the Help
a Child project, Chase
explained students tutor
public school children one
or two hours a week and
pay those students who

become seminar leaders in
the classroom phase of the
course.
Insurance is optional in
University field-based
experience, which involves
a minimal amount of
travel and short distances.
Two years ago fees were
about $10 lower, Chase
said, but that fee did not
allow for travel expense
increases. The University
Board of Trustees approved the fee increase for
winter quarter of last year.

Irocal Briefs
Christmas jobs
Representatives of the Higbee Company of
Cleveland, will be at the University Oct. 28 to interview
students for jobs during the Christmas vacation at
Higbec's downtown store
Deadline to sign up for interviews is noon, Oct. 27 at
the student employment office, 460 Student Services.
The company is looking for greater Cleveland
residents who can work a flexible schedule as retailing
clerks.
Those selected must attend a training session in
Cleveland and will be paid $2.30 to $2.40 an hour.

UNIVERSITY THEATRE
of B.G.S.U presents

BROADWAY: A REVUE

Ifs time
for a Prosecutor.

LAST FOUR SHOWS
ONE PERFORMANCE EACH NIGHT-9:00 P.M.
Friday, Oct. 22

Saturday, Oct. 23

Friday, Oct. 29

Saturday, Oct. 30

Located at the

Holiday Inn Cabaret

ENJOY COCKTAILS
AND LIGHT
HORS'DOEUVRES
SERVED TABLESIDE

HEAR SELECTIONS FROM:
-MUSIC MAN
SWEET CHARITY
-HAIR
-PORGY & BESS
-GODSPELL
-WEST SIDE STORY
-THE FANTASTIKS

^<>&jcfljaLX^

BGSU Students
$1.50 Off

^ ^J^

RESERVATIONS
RECOMMENDED
.352 5211

Home of the Cabaret

Cheetwood.

We n9*4 en of f retilv* leader In the
Prosecuttnf Attorneys office who
writ! teke steps to ftfht crime before
It occurs.
Jehn Cheetwood li taking action to
prevent crime In Wood County by .. .
. . presenting programs on the
criminal justice system to inform
and involve citizens bl crime proven
tion.
.. leading seminars tor merchants on
bed check prevention and detection
addressing traffic safety clinics
regarding motor vehicle laws and re
sponnb.il lies
, . establishing an outstanding record

during three veers as Bowling Green
Municipal Court Prosecutor
presenting programs on prevention of shoplifting - e crime which
costs each family more than $150 a
year in increased prices
speaking to organizations about
Ohio's new drug lews
Jehn Cheetwood It already doing the
kind o' job the Prosecuting Attorney
should do.

Because
your rights are
worth protectlny•

Cheetwood for Prosecuting Attorney
»l*l ' I. ■«". tnt* m. OMT »«.. »m—| mlSumtf taw. 'It Mw tm, »«■—« Ormm. Ci itBmmi.-NWul Hnillm.nl
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Socialist candidate criticizes capitalists
■

By Dennis J.Sadowski
Staff Reporter

• TOLEDO-'There is no
.basic difference between
(the two of them. They're
talking to us 40 years ago."
' With that, Willie Mae
.Reid, Socialist Workers
Party
(SWP)
vice" presidential candidate,
• began an hour-long
.disparagement of Jimmy
Carter, President Ford and
' capitalism at a SWP rally
•Saturday night.
. According to Reid, both
candidates refused to talk
' about unemployment in the
• debates. laborers are the
. main strength of the
American economic

system, and they work to
make more money for
business, she said.
REID CRITICIZED the
government for deciding
who will work and for how
long. The major reason for
a rising crime rate, she
said, is high unemployment in the black
community.
Reid said Carter and
Ford do not want the
unemployed to go to work.
"They will say anything to
convince us that this rotten
system isn't rotten."
She also accused
Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger of pursuing
racist policies in South

Africa to maintain
American corporations in
Africa.
Reid compared South
Africa to Detroit, Mich,
and Gary, Ind. and said the
black majority is subject to
white minority rule in both
places.
"We have to become
aware of the lies they
(corporations) tell." Reid
said. Private profits must
be eliminated, she added.
According to Reid, 70
million people will not vote
on election day because
they do not have a reason
to vote.
"WE (SWP) are in a
position to provide what

those 70 million Americans
want," Reid said. "We are
growing because we are
going where the people are
moving... we are discussing
what the people are interested in."
"We keep this system
rolling," Reid said. If the
70
million
persons
organized, she added, "we
could close down the entire
country."
Cn other issues, Reid
accused Ford and Carter of
pursuing "dead-end
politics" in discussing the
abortion issue.
She said women have the
right to do what they want
with their bodies and urged
the ratification of the

Placement interview signups begin tomorrow

BUSINESS

Nov. 2
Rides Dept. Stores. See
previous listing.
The May Co. Citzenship
required. Dec. grads only.
Jr. exec, trainees: Bmerchandising.
Moore Business Forms,
Inc. Citizenship or permanent visa.
Dec. &
March grads only. Sales
rep: B or M-any major.
Norfolk & Western
Railroad.
Citizenship
required. Sales trainee: B
or M-bus. admin, mktg.,
mgmt. poll, sci., sociology,
psychology. Will not interview: finance, acctg.,
comp. sci.

Nov. 1
Firestone Tire & Rubber
Co. Citizenship or permanent visa required. The
following
departments:
i plant lab, research, dist.
p nigmt.. quality assurance,
prod, mgmt., dist. & inven.
' mgmt. need the following
. degree requirements: B_ chemistry, math, bus.
mgmt., ind. mgmt., ind.
• supervision & ind. tech.
. Dec. grads only.
, Rikes Dept. Stores.
Citizenship required.
' Assistant buyer trainee: B
• or M-retail, mgmt., fash.
. mercti., gen. bus., mktg.

Nov. 3
Ernst
&
Ernst.
Citizenship required Staff
accountants: B or M-bus.
admin,, quant, analysis &
control, with concentration
in acctg.
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell
& Co. Citizenship required.
Data sheets will be
collected at signup and
your name will be placed
on a tentative schedule for
either Cleveland or Toledo
and other areas. Data
sheets then will be forwarded to Peat, Marwick,
Mitchell & Co. and students
should be notified by the

Sign up at 7;3O-8:30 a.m.
tomorrow for non-school
schedules. 4:305:30 p.m
Thursday for school
schedules in the Forum,
Student Services Bldg. A
data sheet must be turned
in at the time of signup.
Requests for standardization in resumes and
data sheets have prompted
the Career Planning and
Placement Services Office
to require those signing up
for interviews to complete
a standard data sheet for
every interviewing
organization.

company on or about Oct.
27 if they are to be interviewed on Nov. 3.
Yellow Freight Systems.
Citizenship required.
Management trainee: Bbusiness, production &
oper. mgmt., proc. &
materials mgmt.

Merchandise trainee: Bmarkeling. retailing or
fashion merch.
F. W. Wollowrth. Dec. &
March grads only.
Management trainee. Bbusiness. marketing or
management.

Nov. 4
America Hospital
Supply.
Citizenship
required. Systems analyst
trainee: B or M-comp. sci.,
info systems or math with
at least one course in
programming.
National City Bank
Citizenship required.
Management
Dev.
program: B or M■business.
economics of comp. set
Seidman & Seidman.
Staff accountant: B or Macctg.
Shillito's.
Citizenship
required. Dec. grads:

Nov. 5
Equitable
Life
Assurance.
Citizenship
required. Sales & sales
mgmt. trainee program: B
or M-business, mktg.
Wcstfiekl Companies.
Citizenship required.
Underwriter-field rep.
trainee: B-business.
Underwriter-system spec,
trainee: B-comp. sci. or
info systems.
COLLEGES
Nov. 3
Ohio State University.
Grad
programs
in
business, MBA, M-acctg,
Ph.D.

Equal Rights Amendment.
Reid also criticized the
(140 billion annual expenditure for defense. She
said the money could be
used for low cost housing
and child care centers, so
women can participate in
jobs.
Elnor X Stubbs, director
for the department of
finance for the Paul X
Moody Defense Fund,
asked those at the rally to
support the fund work
toward Moody's freedom.

Ve «•»•. .r The «,,>•.,
To Limit Quantities.
Vcei Ana Items fi
ecttee At Kroger In
rletro Toledo And
lowiing G-ftn Mo.
iept JO
'97* Thru
• Sepi
M 1*76
•one Sold ft 6*al*rt
"opvrtght '97ft Th»
<roger Co

"CONSPIRACY reigns
in this land today," she
said.
She compared
Moody's plight with other
similar cases across
America.
"He is not guilty of either
of those two charges,"
Stubbs said. Moody was
originally charged with
gross sexual imposition
and the charge was later
changed to attempted
rape.
Stubbs
accused
prosecutor Gary F. Kuns of
rehearsing the victim

MOST TOLEDO
KROGER STORES

0PEN24N0URS

E«cept Cloud Sat 12 MMMfM
To Sunday • A M Open Sunday I
AM lolPM Reopen Monday •
AM

Government Graded

■mt-:
J*«^N»4

U.S. Choice
CHUCK ROAST
pound

<P

Delta Zeta Congratulates
their 20 New Actives :
Marsha Bennet

Judy Clark

Birdie Dentoi.

Leslie Draut

Rena DeVries

Part Gasiorek

Pam Heschel

Lynn Holowach

Betsy Kent

Jane Lavery

Val Miller

Billie Redmon

Kathy Runewicz

Lauren Schmidt

Lynn Snodgrass

Cindy Sommer

Jody Swartzlander

Bobbie Ward

Joan Szaroleta

Skeetzie Taylor

Welcome to the
Active Bunch!

Every Tuesday night
is Family Night at
Ponderosa.
In case you didn't know, Tuesday night is very special at Ponderosa Steak House. It's Family Night,
iFrom 4 P.M. till closing.) The night you can get a sizzling Ribeye steak dinner (or chopped beef
dinner i with baked potato, tasty salad bar and a roll with butter. At a very special price. So come to
Ponderosa Tuesday night. Family Night.

Visit our New Salad Bar

All for $1.49

PONDEROSA STEAK HOUSE
SQUARE MEAL-SQUARE DEAL

\TOLL FREE 9am. I0pm.|

RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics
Sand lot your up lo-daie. 160page, mail order catalog Encloaa
$1.00 to coyer postage and
handling.
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE. INC.
II3?J IDAHO AVE .# 206
LOS ANGELES. CALIF. 90025
(2131 477-847*
Our research papers are sold lor
research purposes only

FREE <
Kroger—16-oz. Loaf

CAESAR MEAL
Buy One, Get One Free!

iwr
rwLiti

ILOTZI
PROSECUTOR

I544E.WOOSTER
Paid Political Ad

Everything you buy at Kroger hi guaranteed lor ycm total »atr«la< iron nagard
lea* of meamifatcTurae If you •»• not satisfied Kroger twill raptaca your rtam
wtttt the lama brand or a comperabi. brand or i afursfj your mortar
We eeeo guarantee thai tare) «*•> d- avarytttsng in our power to Kawa ampla
luppeai of a* erhrer/tiaed apeciees on our snafvoa whan you (hop for rham
If Due to condruooa bayonet our control, we run out of an advertised special
>sre weal suuelilule the some item m a comparable brand Iwhen auch an item
ia aveabaal ienacting ttse ■arm evtvtnq* or. it you prefer give you a RAIN
CMCCK wtsicf. esitlooa you tc ttte urns advertJeed epeciae at the tame pnea
aesv rims — lllstti TO etarva

•
Psge8"n»eBGNews,Tueaday,0ct 19,1978

Great Scot

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

FRIENDLY FOOD STORES_

WITHIN THE LAST THREE
WEEKS WE'VE

7 Smorgasbord

33 Thin layer of
colors

34
36
36
38
39

8 Cancel

9 English
landscape painter

Cheese dish
Giri'a nickname
Straighten
()( long standing
One of a famed
trio

10 MaUl

11 Celebrity

41 Olaron. for one
42 Juliet's suitor

44 Humble
45 Told

LOWERED

47
49
50
51

1342

55

ACROSS

1 Guide
5 Whitetail
9 Squabble
13 Spindle

EVERYDAY SHELF PRICES
SO WE CAN GUARANTEE
LOWEST TOTAL FOOD COST!

14 Type of soup
15 Ris-ar into the
Caspian
16 Cod of Hindu
myth
17 Bam dances

18 When the
Quirinal ia
19 Tanagar'a color
21 Scrutinized
23 Bird*

Money Hack Guarantee
i... Guaranteed lowest

59
60
62
63
64
65
66
67

Shining
Outside: Prefix
Explosive sound
Composing room
worker
Systems of
government
Absorbed
Pamous inventor
Mouse deer
Seine tributary
Peg
Colleen's home
Implored:
CoUoq.
Sideslip

12
14
20
22
26

Ran away
Ravages
Once around
Misbehave
Beau: Post

26
27
28
29
30
31

Kind of lily
Willow
geometry
Tips.
Centric
Trencherman

32 Tortuous
34 Golf call

37
40
43
46

Solar year excess
Supposed
Goes with
Let

47 Boat
48 Pull
50 Confession of
faith

51
52
53
64
66

68 CavettofTV

DOWN
1 Some Little
Leaguers
2 Pres or treaa.
3 Edison's middle

Stage item
Bird
dixit
Bird
Husband Pr.

57 "Paradise Lost"

58 Done for: CoUoq
61 Antigua,
Grenada, etc.:
Abbr.

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

Total Food Cost!

UflC/HISAlPeMLIOt,

BWNOe.IJUST
CANT BOAMTHS/
HOW CAN THIS FLAKY

i pan vm i COULD

HAVE CO* THIS FAR UATH\ OUT i»£ eNCOKAf&em
■ OFH1KAR
'■HUSBMDUCKi

t?

imuaDLAPfBE_
PON6SO
Will?1

CHECK AND COMPARE FOR
YOURSELF HERE ARE A FEW

AIS0, ITHIHKI'DHAVe
ToavBHucHcxeaTTv
MY SMUl BUTKPtCATW

IKMUJ
BL0NX! SHEHAP
IHANT SOMtTKKX' /pr
IVE?

- HSfrLJ.

-M&;

BUMBLEBEE

KD

HAWAIIAN
PUNCH

CREAMED
CORN
17

mm
in

Classifieds

*?«r«
IT

66-

CHECK & COMPARE....ANYWHERE!
KEU06SS

LUACN

MeTME

POP
TARTS

CAMPUS CALENDAR

ML

Active Christians Today Fellowship Mealing. Commons
Northeast at i 01 p.m.

PACKS

SB-

Ride needs to 0 u
27. Call anytime
10:00
Call
Patti.
5715.

Oct.
alter
37J.

Miami Ticket tor Sale
Must sell. Call 1S2 3040.
Kathy.

KITCHEN CREATIONS
BAKERY

C0Lt.lt

HARD ROLLS

12/59°

SOUR RYI

INSTANT
SHAVE

BREAD

59°
Dm

SWIFT ALL IEEF OR ALL MEAT

,__

»W

ECKRKH

1

FOOTBALL LOAF ,u 79=
AMERICAN CHEESE
,1.79°
MACARONI SALAD ^.69°
rWCISCOOOTrttOtrOHOCT 24. 1*7*
Wl RBIUVI eVAMTITY RMNTS

Kenmore
condition

Dryer,
good
S4S. Call 111-

lilt.
DIAMOND
EN C A C EM EN T
w EDOINC RINGS: Up to
SO per cent discount to
students, (acuity, ft staff
dun or part-time). U cf.
»?$, I* ct. i.so. >, ct.
«•$, l ct. IOf. Vasf array
of ring settings in gold or
platinum. SAVEby buying
direct
from
leading
diamond
importer.

•

__
*IVK J

NYQUIL
CUIROl HEHBU1SSEKCI

SHAMPOO
1616E.WOOSTERST.
10A.M.-10P.M.SUNDAY

NO STAMPS! NO GAMES!
NO GIMMICKS

PERSONALS

Interested? Leave name A
phone Shatiel IOC.
UAVID-Mamage
beginslong belore you say "I
do." I'll love you lorevera
always. Ginny.
'
^^—

Go in Ryu Karate Club. 301 Hayes at 7 oo p.m. to 4:00
p m. O pen to Public.

FOR SALE

VIENNA

Need I F. rmmte. Apt. D5
at SI2 E Merry. Near
campus Call 357 0150 or
157 4404.

Tuesday, Oc'oOcr 19. 1111

RIDES

BOLOGNA

4 Letter of a kind
5 Pieces of music
6 Before

24 Popular kind of
"PoUiaa"
25 Kitchen utensils
28 Guards

L0TZI

Purchase by mail, phone
or tram showroom. For
color catalog send tl to
SMA Diamond Importers,
Inc.. Box 4}, Fan wood.
N.J. 0 7 0 7 3 (indicate name
ol school) or call (101)
4*4 7475, (III) HJ 1110,
(111) L03 mi or (404)
lltllll lor location of
showroom nearest you.
SERVICES OFFERED
EMPA
Emotional
and
Material Preganancy Aid.
We cara. 357 433* M 4 F
1-1 om Tu.. W., Tit. 4:304:10 pm.
•
Typing
done
lor all
assignments
Call
1S13(01
W ANTED
Need I F. rrrlml to subl.
apt. wtr. air. Calll53 1445
alters.
Rmmte needed
own bdrm. tl»
Apt. 4. 1S7-47SS.

immed.
4th St.

Would
the
man
that
helped a little boy locate
his grandmother Fn.. Oct.
15th please come to the
Home Ec Rm II. I would
like to thank you personally. Jeremy's mother.
SKI UTAH - $40 deposit
will be accepted tonight
5 30 7:00 p.m. 100 BA checksonly.

Gordy You couldn't Hide
it lorever. Get ready lor
the Pole. Congrats to you
and
Leslie
on
your
engagement
The Kappa
Sift.
MB."
Happy Belated
Birthday! How does it leel
to be a 73 year old sophmore?
Signed:
Carl,
Debbie, Dan, Jan. Hip.
Sue
(Beak).
"T".
Lin.
Mufl.

Warm professional couple
seek female companion
far
travel
and
home
entertainment.
Liva-ln
possible. Reply Boa ♦ »,
Maumea, Ohio 411(7.

Alpha Sig Pledget: The
Little Slgs are with you all
the way! Good luck and
Congratulatiant. Lav, Lil
Sigt.

W ill swap our 2 man apt.
lor a 1 man apt. Call after
7pm. 353-3410.

Ski Atpen $244.04 round
trip air tare lift tickets.
Deluae Hotel. Doc. It-It.

PMSECUTOJI

Paid Political Ad

MARSHA Candle passing
was a surprise, with a ring
on your linger 4 stars in
your eyes! Congrats! Love,
the DG's.

i

Will babysit, my home,
anytime. 1041 N. Main.*
lottt. 353 3741
Models-Mutt
be'
ohotoientic between 18*
23.
ttart
Monday^
FreeLance.
NO
EXPERIENCE required. Writ*
P.O. Boa 414. Fostona^
OH 440)0.
Advertising talet position,
w-rapidly
expanding
butinett.
In
Findfay;
Fremont a Tilfin areas,
Full a pt. time positions
avail. 353-0444.
Addrattart
wanted
Immediately!
Work
a!
home no
experience*,
necettary--eacellent payWrite American Service*
44SI Wayiata Blvd., Suite
112.
Minneapolis,
Mn
SS424.
FOR RENT
Preferred Props, housei a |
apts. for rant. 353-4370.
Sleeping rooms
353-4370.

•

mala. |

1 rm. apt. Fall bath. ,s I
mm. tram campus. Caiij
anytime. 1J2-410S.
Haven
House
Maaorl
apeningt. 2 bdrm. lum..-4|
a 12 ma. leases Call 152
4)71.
i I

mm

.

M

►

Wfn one, drop two
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Women netters have problems
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facing the Ladybirds is
psychological.

When you're good, you
know it. But when you're
good and you doubt it
psychological problems
can hurt your performance.

In its first match against
Cleveland State University
(CSU) BG ran into their
toughest competition of the
season thus far, and lost IS11,16-14.

"I believe we have the
best team ever, skillwiSe,
and the strongest team
Bowling Green ever
produced," said women's
head volleyball coach Pat
Peterson.

"CSU IS a good team, a
very strong team,"
Peterson said.
"One

The women netters
returned from Saturday's
quadrangular match in
Berea with one victory and
two defeats. And Peterson
says the biggest problem

i^^
N«w»pholo by Dan Somali

Jennifer GorecU executes a bump during a recent practice
session while teammate Bobbi Little watches. The two are
members of this year's intercollegiate team which is now 2-3 on
the season after winning one of three matches in last Saturday's quadangular at Baldwin Wallace College.

By Greg Smith
Assistant Sports Editor
Nanchoff. It's a name
the Falcon soccer team
would like to forget
George and Louie
Nanchoff, Akron's famous

Lunn, Desjardins also sparkle at All-Ohio

Harriers garner runnerup honors
By Dave Smercina
Sports Writer
The invitational trail
continues to be a successful one for the Bowling
I •• Green cross country team.
L Saturday, the harriers
: traveled to Delaware for
i" the
All-Ohio cham• pionships, and came home
. with second place
The previous week the
.' Falcons traveled to Notre
I - Dame and placed fifth out
„ of 39 teams in an extremely
| . strong field.
Ohio State topped the All| • Ohio field with 35 points.
comBUT THE BG
bination of Gary' Desjar-

dins and Bob Lunn placed
lourth and fifth .respectively to help the Falcons
tally only 92 points in the
23-team field.
We did well, but not
quite as well as we hopedteamwise." said Falcon
coach Mel Brodt. 'But
Desjardins and Lunn ran
real well."
Brodt said he was concerned with the running of
the rest of the teams, who
were (<vr behind Desjardins
.mil 1.iiiin.

Kevin Ryan finished in
19th place, but was more
than 30 seconds behind the
top BG runners. Pete
Murtaugh and Gary Little
ended up 31 and 32

Cards defeat Dallas,
tighten NFC race
'*!:'ST. LOUIS, IAP)Really. Jim Hart, nobody
ever thought the St. Louis
Cardinals were a fluke.
Except, maybe, the Dallas
No more, though!
Dallas was on its way to
its best start since 1969,
' when the Cowboys went 6• 0.
They looked unstoppable. Roger Staubach
. and Drew Pearson looked
'like an unbeatable com1
bination.

33 passes for 346 yards and
three touchdowns, including two to Mel Gray,
oneaM-yarder
The 21-17 win left the
Cards and "Cowboys with
identical 5-1 records and
gave St. Louis a chance to
capture its third straight
NFC East crown.
"I don't think anybody
can say we're a fluke now
and can't be considered a
favorite to win another
division title," Hart said.

SOMEHOW, though,
' Hart and the Cards'
defense figured a way to
• stop them, end the longest
, win streak this year in the
National Football League
4
and take away sole
• possession of the lead in
, the National Conference
East Division.
Hart overcame two
• interceptions, which
stopped potential scoring
' drives, and completed 22 of

"THE GAME meant a
great deal to us as a
football team," Hart added.
"Defensively we
came of age."
The Cards weren't quite
able
to
neutralize
Staubach, who still completed 21 of 42 passes for
250 yards and two TDs-one
an U-yarder to Pearson.
Still, they sacked the
Dallas signal-caller four
times for 21 yards in losses.

1

^Cowboys

DELTA TAU DELTA
invites
all interested woman
To our 3rd Annual

LL± LrLLraLi VILL-1" LLLJL E B
Our committee for Aesthetic
Public Spectacle Continues
To PARTY - Be Sure To Stop
Over - this is the BIG ONE.
Come Party w/ Tue. DELTS
AND CHECK OUT NO. 1 II
Loooeaoi

respectively, also more
than 15 seconds after
Ryan.
"THAT'S probably the
best that little has run this
year." said Brodt. '■The
others just ran so-so. Ryan
can do better. So can the
rest"
The only BG disappointment was the performance of team captain
DanDunton.
"He was there, that's
about all that Iran say."
Brodt said.
Dunton has been slowed
by a mid. and finished last

amonn BG runners.
Brodt said that he hopes
that Dunton will be able to
recover and run in a pack
with 1 .win. Desjardins, and
Ryan by the end of the
season, with another pack
of the five to seven men not
too far behind.
As the results continue to
be impressive, the hopes of
a Mid-American Conference (MAC) Championship continue to be
realistic.
MAC foes
Miami, Ohio. Kent and
Toledo all finished behind
the Falcons Saturday.

hitter, in particular, is
considered to be the best in
the state and we had
trouble defending against
her.

the Eagles to a third game,
but lost momentum and
fell 1W, 12-15,15-9.
By the time BG battled
Baldwin Wallace College
(BW), the team was let
down.
"We beat them (BW),
but we were unimpressive," Peterson said.
"It was hard for us to get
up for this match after two

"We played good, but not
good enough to win."
Against Ashland College,
although BG played two
good games, they lost one
game. The Ladybirds took
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Falcon hooters, 7-0
brother combination,
scored three goals each
and added three assists
apiece to lead the Zips to a
7-0 victory over BG
Saturday in the Akron
Rubber Bowl. .
"There was no way we
could play with Akron that
day." BG coach Mickey
Cochrane said. "It was the
most beautiful 90 minutes
of soccer I've ever seen.
They started when the
whistle blew and didn't
quit until the game was
over."
"GEORGE is a first-

good losses, but they're
competing for the NCAA
tournament, so they have
to play like that."
Play like what, you say?

team all-American and
that's quite an honor,
considering there's only
three other strikers on that
elite team," Cochrane
said.
"His younger
brother, Louie, is just as
good. They sine lied the
goals and annihilated our
defense."
But to look at the Zips' 43 record is not doing the
team justice.
"They've lost to Indiana,
Southern Illinois and
Quincy," Cochrane said.
"Those are three pretty

Silver Streaks drop two contests
The Toledo Marathon Silver Streaks wheelchair
basketball team dropped their first two games of
the season over the weekend, both to the Detroit
Sparks.
The Silver Streaks, 4-2 on the season, lost to the
Detroit club 66-51 Saturday, and 7540 Sunday. Ed
Harris' 18 points led the scores Saturday and Ted
Chatman netted 16 Sunday.
The Silver Streaks entertain the Columbus
Buckeye Wheelers in their home opener Oct. 30.

SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
IS PROUD TO ANNOUNCE
THEIR 1976 —77
SWEETHEART

Reds, Yankees play tonight
take the title away from
us."

The World Series
resumes tonight in New
York, with Cincinnati'sPat
Zacbry (14-7) facing Dock
Ellis (17-6) of the Yankees
at 8:30 p.m. The Reds hold
a commanding 2-0 lead in
the best of seven series,
after winning the two
games played at Riverfront Stadium, 5-1, and 4-3.
And they are acting like
World's Champions.
"I think it's true we have
become more sedate since
last year," said Cincinnati's all-star catcher
Johnny Bench. 'You might
call it an inner conceit.
"Now we know ourselves. We know we can
win. We believe we can
win. But we never lose
sight of the fact that we can
lose. It keeps us from
getting a false high."
"Our attitude is different," says third
baseman Pete Rose. "We
are now the champions.
They have to come and

Football
Oklahoma found a
quarterback, Kansas lost
one, and Pitt, as it turned
out, didn't really need one.
•"Thomas Loft became a
football player today,"
coach Barry Swltzer said
Saturday
after the
sophomore Loft, making
just his second start,
guided sixth-ranked
Oklahoma to a 20-10 win
over Kansas by rushing for
104 yards on 19 carries and
scoring two touchdowns.
It was a 10-10 struggle in
that game until Nolan
Cromwell, Kansas' All-Big
Eight quarterback, was
lost in the third quarter
with a severe knee injury.
Meanwhile,
Tom
Yewcic, a senior walk-on,
made his first varsity start
following injuries to Pitt's
first two quarterbacks, and
led the second-ranked
Panthers to a 36-19 victory
over Miami, Fla.

Yewcic did it in unspectacular fashion,
mainly handing off to Tony
Dorset!, who rushed for 227
yards and scored three
touchdowns.
The Pittsburgh Steelers,
2-4, broke a three game
losing streak and handed
the division leading Cincinnati Bengals their
second loss in six games,
2M.
Franco Harris carried
the ball a record 41 times
gaining 143 yards and
scoring twice.
Harris
yardage made him the top
rusher in Steeler history
with 4,485 yards.
A federal appeals court
in St. Louis upheld
yesterday a lower court
ruling that pro football's
Rozelle Rule is unlawful
and in violation of federal
antitrust laws.
The rule, named for NFL
Commissioner Pete
Rozelle, requires that a
team be compensated if a
player who becomes a free
agent signs with another

guess that's what soccer is
all about."
The Falcons, 3-5-1, have
faced Ohio's number one
and two ranked teams this
season and face the thirdranked team, Ohio State,
Friday.

WELL, for beginners,
Akron outshot BG 404,
leaving a lot of pressure on
JUST FOR KICKS:
Falcon goalie Bob Alarcon,
who made 16 saves. Akron Marty Rolnick continues
goalie Doug Weinsteine as BG's leading scorer
with five points, all on
had four saves.
"Bob (Alarcon) made goals. Dennis Mepham
some great saves but he and Craig Tesler are tied
had so much pressure on for second with three
him throughout the points apiece. Doug Olson,
game... it
was
un- who scored two goals in the
believable," Cochrane first two games of the year,
said. "They scored four of has been shutout since
their goals on rebounds then.
after Alarcon made the
initial save. They were
just out of our league."
Randy Miller scored the
Zips' other goal in the
second half.
"We never mounted a
serious threat against
them the I whole day,"
Cochrane said.
"The
whole game was played in
their end of the field, but I

Sports in Brief

By the Associated Press

hard-fought ones. So we
played their game, which
was slow with not much of
an attack."
The varsity is now W on
the year, and will host Mt.
St. Joseph of Cincinnati
Saturday in Anderson
Arena.
In addition, the junior
varsity squad opened its
season with three victories.

■ ThiBTJlTiwi

Akron

o

Bump

BySueCaser
Sports Writer

team. The commissioner
can intervene if the two
teams cannot come to an
agreement
John Mackey, a former
Baltimore Colt, and 14
other players filed the suit.
The District Court for
Minnesota ruled in favor of
the players and their case
for liability. However, no
damages have been
assessed.
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ACROSS
Guide
Whitetail
Squabble
Spindle

16 God of Hindu
myth
17 Barn dances
18 Where the
Qui hnal if
19 Tanager's color
21 Scrutiniied

58

47
49
50
51

59
60
62
63
64
65
66
67

Shining
Outside Prefix
Explosive sound
Composing room
worker
Systems of
government
Absorbed
Famous inventor
Mouse deer
Seine tributary
Peg
Colleen's home
Implored:
Colloq
Sideslip

68 CavettofTV

DOWN
1 Some Little
Leaguers
2 Pres. or trees.
3 Edison's middle

23 Birds

WL.ASISAIDEAIM&,
IDOKTTWNKZCOJiD
HAVE OUt THIS FAR UM\CUTTHECNC0UfA6tMCfa
0FHYKM
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iGreat Scot

CHECK AMD COMPARE FOR
VOURSELF-HERE ARE A FEW

4 Latter of a kind

5 Pieces of music
6 Before
7 Smorgasbord
items
6 Cancel
9 English
landscape painter
10 Metal

11 Celebrity
12 Ran away
14 Ravages

20
22
25
26
27

Once around
Misbehave
Beau: Poet
Kind of lily
Willow

28
geometry
29 Tips.

30 Centric
31 Trencherman
32
34
37
40
43
46
47

Tortuous
Golf rail
Solar year excess
Supposed
Goes with
Let
Boat

48 Pull
50 Confession of
faith
51 Stage item
62 Bird
53
dixit
64
68
67
68
61

Bird
Husband: Fr.
"Paradise Loat"
Done for: Colloq
Antigua.
Grenada, etc.:
Abbr

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY
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CAMPBELLS

d

14 Type of soup
15 River into the
Caspian

Money Back Guarantee
i ••• Guaranteed Lowest
Total Food Cost!

ill

1

57

25 Kiuhen utensils
28 Guards
33 Thin layer of
colors
34 Cheese dish
36 Girl's nickname
38 Straightan
38 Of long standing
39 One of a famed
trio
41 Oleron. for one
42 Juliet's suitor
44 Humble
45 Told

55

EVERYDAY SHELF PRICES
SO WE CAN GUARANTEE
LOWEST TOTAL FOOD COST)
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18
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53
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MIRACLE
WHIP
BUMBLEBEE
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PUNCH
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CHECK & COMPARE....ANYWHERE!

CAMPUS CALENDAR

KEUOtC'S

tLUCH

CHPMC
H

ML.

Active Christians Today Fellowship Meeting. Commons
Northeast at 7 oo p.m.

PACKS

Co Ju Ryu Karate Club. 701 Hayes at 7:10 p.m. to 400
p m O pen to Public.

11
^02.

7fr

i*J-. '*•

Ride neede to O.U. Oct.
22.
Call anytime alter
10:00.
Call Patti. 377
S7IS.
FOR SALE
Miami Ticket tor Sale.
Must sell. Call 1S7-1040.
■Cathy.

KITCHEN CREATIONS
BAKERY

COLGaTE

VIENNA

HARD ROLLS

12/58"

SOUR RYE

INSTANT
SHAVE

Kcnmorc
Dryer,
good
condition S4S. Call 1111421
DIAMOND
ENGAGEMENT
A
WEDDING RINGS: Up to
SO per cent discount to
students, faculty, ft stall
(lull or part-time). '« ct.
1*1, ■] Ct. S2S0. >4 Ct.
4tS, 1 ct. 1445 Vast array
ol ring settings in gold or
platinum. SAVEby buying
direct
from
leading
diamond
importer.

__

BREAD59°
DEU
SWIFT ALL IEEF OR ALL MEAT

BOLOGNA

^^

u.890

FOOTBALL LOAF........ 79°
AMERICAN CHEESl

,..79°

NYQUIL
CLAIROL HERBtL ESSENCE

SHAMPOO
1616E.WOOSTERST.

M!

HAOABONISAUD JJ9°
MUCHGOOOTHtOiMN OCT 14, 1*7*
WI RBMVf QifANTITY WOMTS

Need I F rmmte Apt. OS
at SI2 E. Merry. Near
campus Call 3S7-01SI or
1S7 4414.

Tuesday, October I*. 1*74)

POP
TARTS

CLOROX

Classifieds

eT

10 A.M.-10 P.M. SUNDAY

NO STAMPS! NO GAMES!
NO GIMMICKS

L0TZ1

Purchase by mail, phone
or from showroom. For
color catalog send SI to
SMA Diamond Importers,
Inc.. Bo* 47, Fanwood.
N j 0707] (indicate name
ol school) or call (701)
4447*75. (217) 4(2-1140,
(IIS) LO J 1144 or (404)
774 lost lor location ol
showroom nearest you.
SERVICES OFFERED
EMPA
Emotional
and
Material Preganancy Aid.
We care. 152-42]* M ft F
1-1 pm Tu , W., Th. 4:104:10 pm.
•
Typing
done
lor all
assignments.
Call
1527104
WANTED
Need 1 F rrflmt. to subl.
apt. wtr. qtr. CalllS2-i40S
alter*.
Rmmte needed
own bdrm. 114
Apt. 4. 1SI-474S.

immed.
4th St.

PERSO NALS
MARSHA Candle passing
was a surprise, with a ring
on your linger ft stars in
your eyes! Congrats! Love,
the DCs.
Would
the
man
that
helped a little boy locate
his grandmother Fri.. Oct.
t s th please come to the
Home Ec Rm II. I would
like to thank you personally, Jeremy's mother.
SKI UTAH
S40 deposit
will be accepted tonight
S :10 7 :00 p.m. 100 BA checks only.

Gordy You couldn't Hide
it lorever. Get ready lor
the Pole. Congrats to you
and
Leslie
on
your
engagement. The Kappa
Sigs.
"J.B." - Happy Belated
Birthday! How does it leel
to be a 7] year old soph
more?
Signed:
Carl,
Debbie. Dan. Jen, Hip.
Sue
(Beak).
"T".
in.
Mull.

Warm professional couple
seek lemale companion
lor
travel
and
home
entertainment.
Live-In
possible. Reply Box 92,
Maumee, Ohio 4)517.

Alpha Sig Pledges: The
Little Sigs are with you all
the wayl Good luck and
Congratulations. Lev. Ul

Will swap our 1 man apt.
lor a 1 man apt. Call alter
7pm. 1S2-14II.

Ski Asptn S244.0C round
trip air tar* lilt tickets.
Deluxe Hotel. Dae. IB-IB.

PROSECUTOR

Paid Political Ad

Interested? Leave name A
phone Shatiel IOC.
*
DAVID-Mamage
begins'
long belore you say "I
do." I'll love you loreverft
always. Pinny.
*
Will babysit, my home,
anytime. 1041 N. Main.*
Nit If, 1S7-174I.
Models Must
be*
photoienlic between 18*
11.
start
Monday
Freelance.
NO
EX*
PER I EN CE required. Writs'
P.O. Box 414. Foslon...
OH 44110.
Advertising sales position,
w rapidly
expanding
business.
In
Findfay*
Fremont ft Tiffin areas.
Full ft pi. time positions
avail 152-0444.
Addressers
wanted
Immediately:
Work
a*!
home no
experience..
necessary, excellent pay.
Write American Service",
49S0 Wayiata Blvd.. Suite
112,
Minneapolis,
Mn.
SS424.
FOR RENT
Preferred Preps, houses ft J
apts. lor rant. 152 4171.
P.
Sleeping rooms - mala |
1S1-417I.
1 rm. apt. Full bath, ,s I
mm. tram campus. Can j
anytime 152-4105
h

Haven
House
Manor!
openings. 2 bdrm. Ium..'*|
ft 12 ma. Itasas. Call IS;
4171.
i I-

Win one, drop two

Women netters have problems
BySueCaser
Sports Writer

facing the Ladybirds is
psychological.

When you're good, you
know it. But when you're
good and you doubt it,
psychological problems
can hurt your performance.

In its first match against
Cleveland State University
(CSU) BG ran into their
toughest competition of the
season thus far, and lost 1511.16-14.

'1 believe we have the
best team ever, skillwiSe,
and the strongest team
Bowling Green ever
produced," said women's
head volleyball coach Pat
Peterson.

"CSUIS a good team, a
very strong team,"
Peterson said.
"One

The women netters
returned from Saturday's
quadrangular match in
Berea with one victory and
two defeats. And Peterson
says the biggest problem

hitter, in particular, is
considered to be the best in
the state and we had
trouble defending against
her.

the Eagles to a third game,
but lost momentum and
fell 154,12-15.15-9.
By the time BG battled
Baldwin Wallace College
(BW), the team was let
down.
•We beat them (BW).
but we were unimpressive." Peterson said.
"It was hard for us to get
up for this match after two

"We played good, but not
good enough to win."
Against Ashland College,
although BG played two
good games, they lost one
game. The Ladybirds took

hard-fought ones. So we
played their game, which
was slow with not much of
an attack."
The varsity is now 2-3 on
the year, and will host Mt.
St. Joseph of Cincinnati
Saturday in Anderson
Arena.
In addition, the junior
varsity squad opened its
season with three victories.

■ Tha B*n Haws
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Akron dominates Falcon hooters, 7-0
Nawtphoto by Don Somali

Bump

Jennifer GorecU executes a bump during a recent practice
session while teammate Bobbi Little watches. Hie two are
members of this year's intercollegiate team which Is now 2-3 on
the season after winning one of three matches in last Saturday's quadangular at Baldwin Wallace College.

By Greg Smith
Assistant Sports Editor
Nanchoff. It's a name
the Falcon soccer team
would like to forget
George and Louie
Nanchoff, Akron's famous

Lunn, Desjardins also sparkle at All-Ohio

Harriers garner runnerup honors
By Dave Smerdna
Sports Writer
The invitational trail
continues to be a successful one for the Bowling
1
Green cross country team.
Saturday, the harriers
traveled to Delaware for
the All-Ohio chanv
i pionships, and came home
, with second place.
The previous week the
' Falcons traveled to Notre
' Dame and placed fifth out
I.. of 39 teams in an extremely
| . strong field.
Ohio State topped the AllOhio field with 35 points.
BUT THE BG
combination of Gary Desjar-

dins and Bob Lunn placed
tourth and fifth .respectively to help the Falcons
tallv only 92 points in the
23-team field
We did well, but not
quite as well as we hopedteamwise," said Falcon
coach Mel Brodt. "But
Desjardins and lam ran
real well."
Brodt said he was concerned with the running of
the rest of the teams, who
were fur behind Desjardins
and Lunn.
Kevin Ryan finished in
19th place, but was more
than 30 seconds behind the
top BG runners. Pete
Murtaugh and Gary Little
ended up 31 and 32

Cards defeat Dallas,
tighten NFC race
''''ST. LOUIS, (API' Really. Jim Hart, nobody
• ever thought the St. Louis
• Cardinals were a fluke.
Except, maybe, the Dallas
■>fiowboys.
1
No more, though!
Dallas was on its way to
its best start since 1969,
' when the Cowboys went 6■ 0.
They looked unstoppable. Roger Staubach
t and Drew Pearson looked
'like an unbeatable com' bination.

33 passes for 346 yards and
three touchdowns, including two to Mel Gray,
one a 54-yarder.
The 21-17 win left the
Cards and •Cowboys with
identical 5-1 records and
gave St. Louis a chance to
capture its third straight
NFC East crown.
1 don't think anybody
can say we're a fluke now
and can't be considered a
favorite to win another
division title," Hart said.

SOMEHOW,
though,
' Hart and the Cards'
defense figured a way to
• stop them, end the longest
. win streak this year in the
National Football League
' and take away sole
• possession of the lead in
. the National Conference
East Division.
Hart overcame two
• interceptions, which
stopped potential scoring
' drives, and completed 22 of

"THE GAME meant a
great deal to us as a
football team," Hart added.
"Defensively we
came of age."
The Cards weren't quite
able
to
neutralize
Staubach, who still completed 21 of 42 passes for
250 yards and two TDs-one
an 11-yarder to Pearson.
Still, they sacked the
Dallas signal-caller four
times for 21 yards in losses.

respectively, also more
than 15 seconds after
Ryan.
"THATS probably the
best that little has run this
year." said Brodt. '-"The
others just ran so-so. Ryan
can do better. So can the
rest."
The only BG disappointment was the performance of team captain
Dan Dunton.
He was there, that's
about all that I ran say."
Brodt said.
Dunton has been slowed
by a cold, and finished last

LLrLi LrliL-u.Lt VILL-1"LILA! e £
Our committee for Aesthetic
Public Spectacle Continues
To PARTY - Be Sure To Stop
Over - this is the BIG ONE.
Come Party w/ Tue. DELTS
AND CHECK OUT NO. 1 I!

guess that's what soccer is
all about."
The Falcons, 3-5-1, have
faced Ohio's number one
and two ranked teams this
season and face the thirdranked team, Ohio State,
Friday.

WELL, for beginners,
Akron outshot BG 405,
leaving a lot of pressure on
JUST FOR KICKS:
Falcon goalie Bob Alarcon,
who made 16 saves. Akron Marty Rolnick continues
goalie Doug Weinsteine as BG's leading scorer
with five points, all on
had four saves.
"Bob (Alarcon) made goals. Dennis Mepham
some great saves but he and Craig Tester are tied
had so much pressure on for second with three
him throughout the points apiece. Doug Olson,
game... it
was
un- who scored two goals in the
believable," Cochrane first two games of the year,
said. "They scored four of has been shutout since
their goals on rebounds then.
after Alarcon made the
initial save. They were
just out of our league.''
Randy Miller scored the
Zips' other goal in the
second half.
"We never mounted a
serious threat against
them the '• whole day,"
Cochrane said.
"The
whole game was played in
their end of the field, but I

But to look at the Zips' 43 record is not doing the
team justice.
' "They've lost to Indiana,
Southern Illinois and
Quincy," Cochrane said.
"Those are three pretty

Silver Streaks drop two contests
The Toledo Marathon Silver Streaks wheelchair
basketball team dropped their first two games of
the season over the weekend, both to the Detroit
Sparks.
The Silver Streaks, 4-2 on the season, lost to the
Detroit club 66-51 Saturday, and 7560 Sunday. Ed
Hams' 18 points led the scores Saturday and Ted
Chatman netted 16 Sunday.
The Silver Streaks entertain the Columbus
Buckeye Wheelers in their home opener Oct 30.

/
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Reds, Yankees play tonight
By the Associated Press

take the title away from
us."

The World Series
resumes tonight in New
York, with Cincinnati'sPat
Zachry (14-7) facing Dock
Ellis (17-8) of the Yankees
at 8:30 p.m. The Reds hold
a commanding 2-0 lead in
the best of seven series,
after winning the two
games played at Riverfront Stadium, 5-1, and 4-3.
And they are acting like
World's Champions.
"I think it's true we have
become more sedate since
last year," said Cincinnati's all-star catcher
Johnny Bench. You might
call it an inner conceit.
"Now we know ourselves. We know we can
win. We believe we can
win. But we never lose
sight of the fact that we can
lose. It keeps us from
getting a false high."
"Our attitude is different,"
says third
baseman Pete Rose. "We
are now the champions.
They have to come and

Football
Oklahoma found a
quarterback, Kansas lost
one, and Pitt, as it turned
out, didn't really need one.
"Thomas Lett became a
football player today,"
coach Barry Switzer said
Saturday
after
the
sophomore Ix>tt, making
just his second start,
guided
sixth-ranked
Oklahoma to a 20-10 win
over Kansas by rushing for
104 yards on 19 carries and
scoring two touchdowns.
It was a 10-10 struggle in
that game until Nolan
Cromwell, Kansas' All-Big
Eight quarterback, was
lost in the third quarter
with a severe knee injury.
Meanwhile,
Tom
Yewcic, a senior walk-on,
made his first varsity start
following injuries to Pitt's
first two quarterbacks, and
led the second-ranked
Panthers to a 36-19 victory
over Miami, Fla.

Yewcic did it in unspectacular fashion,
mainly handing off to Tony
Dorsett. who rushed for 227
yards and scored three
touchdowns.
The Pittsburgh Steelers,
2-4, broke a three game
losing streak and handed
the division leading Cincinnati Bengals their
second loss in six games,
23*.
Franco Harris carried
the ball a record 41 times,
gaining 143 yards and
scoring twice.
Harris'
yardage made him the top
rusher in Steeler history
with 4,485 yards.
A federal appeals court
in St. Louis upheld
yesterday a lower court
ruling that pro football's
Rozelle Rule is unlawful
and in violation of federal
antitrust laws.
The rule, named for NFL
Commissioner Pete
Rozelle, requires that a
team be compensated if a
player who becomes a free
agent signs with another

team. The commissioner
can intervene if the two
teams cannot come to an
agreement
John Mackey, a former
Baltimore Colt, and 14
other players filed the suit.
The District Court for
Minnesota ruled in favor of
the players and their case
for liability. However, no
damages have been
assessed.
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"GEORGE is a first-

good losses, but they're
competing for the NCAA
tournament, so they have
to play like that."
Play like what, you say?

team ail-American and
that's quite an honor,
considering there's only
three other strikers on that
elite team," Cochrane
said.
"His younger
brother, Louie, is just as
good. They smeUed the
goals and annihilated our
defense."

Sports in Brief

DELTA TAU DELTA

all interested woman

among Bt; runners.
Brodt said that he hopes
that Dunton will be able to
recover and run in a pack
with Lunn. Desjardins, and
Ryan by the end of the
season, with another pack
of the five to seven men not
too far behind.
As the results continue to
be impressive, the hopes of
a Mid-American Conference i MAC) Championship continue to be
realistic.
MAC foes
Miami, Ohio, Kent and
Toledo all finished behind
the Falcons Saturday.

brother combination,
scored three goals each
and added three assists
apiece to lead the Zips to a
7-0 victory over BG
Saturday in the Akron
Rubber Bowl. .
"There was no way we
could play with Akron that
day," BG coach Mickey
Cochrane said. "It was the
most beautiful 90 minutes
of soccer I've ever seen.
They started when the
whistle blew and didn't
quit until the game was
over."
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Commissioner
Your Vote on November 2nd
Willpe Greatly Appreciated

KEEP A CAPABLE, EXPERIENCED AND QUALIFIED
MAN IN OFFICE
This advertisement is paid for by John G. Ault

Oct. 20, 21-University Hall
Work/Study Program Available
7007summer

$
$

900/on campus
AIR/GROUND/LAW

CAPTAIN ROGERS

313-226-7764
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Kent latest comeback victim

Falcons do it once more
ByDickRees
Associate Sports Editor
Forget all that orange
stuff. Yellow was clearly
the color of the day for
Bowling Green.
The 'think orange"
Falcons pulled off yet
another come-from-behind
Mid-American Conference
(MAC) victory Saturday,
defeating Kent State, 17-13.
with the help of some
timely penalties on the
visiting Flashes.
The 15,263 homecoming
fans at Doyt L. Perry Field
saw a lot of penalty flags
on BG's final touchdown
drive.
And, for a change, the
sight of yellow was a
welcome one for Falcon
supporters.
COACH DON Nehlen's

crew, now 5-1 overall and
still atop the MAC with a 40 record, drove 70 yards in
seven plays to score with
2:26 left, overcoming a 1310 deficit.
Three times during the
march the Flashes were
penalized,
once for
roughing the passer, and
twice for pass interference. The infractions
totaled 41 yards.
"They were pushing.
They've been pushing all
year," Nehlen said of the
Flashes' interference.
'The penalties were
there."
Tailback Dave Preston
knifed across from the oneyard line to cap the drive,
but BG needed two late
interceptions
by
sophomore Bob Cummins
to shut off Kent.

THROUGH MOST of the
game, though, it was the
Flashes who shut off the
Falcons.
Consider:
-the Falcons had five net
yards rushing in the first
half, and finished with just
88. Going in. BG had been
averaging 256 yards a
game. Only two BG first
downs were accomplished
by rushing.
-Kent had possession for
38 minutes to the Falcons'
22 minutes.
-the Flashes forced four
BG turnovers, three
fumbles and an interception, as the Falcons
continued to make offensive mistakes.
In addition, Robin
Yocum missed two firstquarter field goals before
hitting a 28-yarder in the
second period that tied a

■\photo by Jti

Winner

Dave Preston (9) holds the pigskin high alter scoring the game-winning touchdown In Saturday's game against Kent State. After a long drive aided by Kent
penalties, Preston scored from a yard away, with blocking help from guard
MarkWichman(M).

Men golfers place 4th of OSU
ByDickRees
Associate Sports Editor
liet it be known the Falcon men's golf team enjoyed a
fine fall season.
U'l it also be known that season was just one tournament long.
TTie Bowling Green linksters made the most of their
lone fall tourney last weekend, tying for fourth place
among 17 teams in the Buckeye Fall Classic hosted by
Ohio State University.
The local linksters finished ahead of all other MidAmerican Conference (MAC) entries and also outdistanced Big Ten power Michigan and top Midwest independent Illinois State.
OHIO STATE'S Scarlet (varsity) team took top honors
with a 1,154 total, followed by Kentucky, 1,170, and the
Ohio State Gray ("B" team), 1,177. BG and Temple
University were fourth at 1,192.
"I think being fourth out of 17 teans and the distance
we put between us and the other MAC schools entered
showed we are a strong golf team," BG coach John Piper
said.

Intramural notes
Kntnes lor the all-campus handball and raquetball
tournaments are now available from fraternity and
residence hall athletic chairmen and at the intramural
office. Room 201. Memorial Hall. Entries are due Oct. 26
and plav begins Nov. 1.

• ••

Fraternity hockey entries are due today at 5 p.m. in the
IM office. A mandatory meeting of all fraternity hockey
managers and athletic chairmen will be held tomorrow at
4 p.m. in Room 202. Memorial Hall. Fraternity hockey
begins Sunday. Oct. 24 at 10:15 p.m. in the Ice Arena.

• ••

.Jeff Wargo captured the 1976 all-campus cross country
title with a record time of 11.04.5 over the 2.2 mile course
last Thursday. Rodgers captured the residence hall team
championship and Delta Tau Delta took fraternity
honors.

League teams Kent. Western Michigan and Eastern
Michigan finished 10th, 11th and 12th, respectively.
Western finished ahead of the Falcons in last spring's
league championships.
After the initial 18 holes of the 54-holc tourney, BG stood
seventh, and then fell back to eighth after 36 holes.
But Sunday's 396 team total was, according to Piper,
"tremendous." BG was one of only three schools that
broke 400 in that final round, which was played in extremely cold and windy weather.
"I WAS PARTICULARLY impressed with the way we
hung in there," Piper said. "I've always stressed
hanging in there and coping with adversity with a mature
and positive approach, so from that standpoint, I'm proud
of the way our guys performed."
BG got balanced scoring from its six-man unit, a
veteran one with just one senior, two juniors and three
sophomores.
One of those sophomores, Pat Dugan, finished with the
low total of the weekend for the Falcons with a 236, nine
shots off co-medalists Ralph Guarasci and Rod Spittle,
both of Ohio State's Scarlet squad.
Dugan's first-day 83 was thrown out (only the top five
individual scores count), but the lima native responded
with a 74 Saturday, including a two-under par 34 on the
back nine of the Buckeyes' demanding Scarlet course.
Dugan had a 79 Sunday.
Senior Jim Decker, who had the best scores for BG the
first two days with 78s. finished with an 81 for a 237 total.
JOHNNY MILLER was next at 239 (81, 80 and 78),
closing with par-36 on the final nine holes.
Soph Jeff Parsons closed at 241 (80, 82 and 79), junior
Gary Treater totaled 244 (79, 84 and 81) and sophomore
Steve Cruse hit it 247 times (81,81 and 85).
Piper said the six who competed last weekend will be
exempt from qualifying for a spot on the spring trip, with
the only open position now being contended for by the five
remaining team members.
Those five, junior Dave Bastel, who lettered as a irosh,
and freshmen Gary Lust, Chuck Gioffre, Bill Williams
and Jim Bryan, have 36 holes left to play in the qualifier
before the linksters go indoors.

N«wipho>o by Cornel Ho

Scamper

There was no stopping Mark Miller on this play in Saturday's
comeback win over Kent State. Miller had missed a handoff to
Dave Preston, but turned upheld and scampered for a touchdown that gave BG a 10-10 tie momentarly.

single-season Falcon
record of nine, set by
Donny Taylor in 1974.
HOWEVER,
ONE
mistake turned out to be
perhaps the biggest play of
the game for BG.
The Falcons were
trailing, 10-3, late in the
third quarter, and just like
last week at Toledo, appeared to be on the verge of
defeat
But who else but Mark
Miller, who engineered the
winning drive at Toledo,
came up with a big play.
Missing connections with
Preston on a handoff.
Miller spun around end,
headed upheld, and raced
untouched into the end
zone from 56 yards away.
"We put in a new wrinkle
this week," Miller explained, "putting Dave
(Preston) out of the T to
try to get him to the line of
scrimmage quicker.
"And in practice, we'd
miss the handoff, so I'd
just turn it up like I did
today. We probably fooled
their comerback as much
as we fooled ourselves.''
THERE WAS
no
foolishness on Nehlen's
part, however, when asked
if the Falcons were lucky.
"Yes. we got lucky today
and we got lucky last
week." was his quick
reply. But it's about time
we got some luck."
And, Don, what happened to your offense, that
one ranked eighth in the
nation''
"I really wish I knew,"
Nehlen retorted. "They
(Kent) just ate us alive.
We couldn't run outside,
we couldn't run off tackle,
we
couldn't
run
anywhere."
Nehlen,
as
he's
becoming accustomed to
doing these days, praised
his team for "hanging in
there."
"About two more ball
games like this." he said,
"and I'll be down to 100
pounds."
I-et's just hope the
Falcons don't wilt that
much.

Women golf squad finishes last
At least the Falcon
women's golf team will get
a second chance in the
spring.
The linksters finished
their season at Indiana
University (IU) Saturday,
coming in last at IU's sixth
annual invitational.
Kentucky won the
tourney with a team score
of 844, only 106 strokes less
than Bowling Green. Four

Big Ten teams rounded out
the top five-Purdue, host
Indiana, Michigan State
and Mnines,)!.]
MINNESOTA'S Julie
Gumlia was the meet
medalist with a 155.
BG's Karen ParshaU. in
her second best effort of
the year, shot a 84-83-167
for 15th place in a field of
119 golfers.

LOTZ

The Falcons' best performances in the fall were
third place finishes at the
Wisconsin Golf Tour- V
nament and the Central
Michigan University
Collegiate Invitational.
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UNBOUND: THE WOMEN
OF NEW CHINA
Presentation (with slides)
by
Prof . Joseleyne Tien

ROSALEZ CLEANERS
182 South Main
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

Phone: 353-2532

^VERY QUARTER HOLDS
SOMETHING SPECIAL...

"Where the Price is Right"

GREEN VIEW APTS.
HOW RENTING
{OPEN DAILY 12-6, EXCEPT SUN.
6,9,12 MONTH LEASES

STUDENT DISCOUNT CARD
NAME
ADDRESS

2H lapclecn Ri

352-1186

Michigan State University
Tuesday October 19, 7:30
Pink Dogwood, Union
sponsored by Asian Roots and
Student Activities
EVERYONE IS WELCOME

Good Only at Roaalez Cleaners

Come in and get your

Applications are now available for the

DISCOUNT CARD

ADVISORY COMM1TTE
ON
GENERAL FEE ALLOCATIONS

CLOTHES SHOULD BE DRY CLEANED
by PROFESSIONALS
AND YOU QET A NICE SURPRISE AT

ROSALEZ CLEANERS
The Price Is Right
MON-FRI. 7:30 a.m. - 0:00 p.m.
Sat. 7:30 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Drive-in Service in Rear of Plant

.. and the 'KEY helps you
remember it all.
TO RESERVE YOUR COPY OF TW
77 KEY. CALL: 372 0066, OR
STOP BY 310 STUDENT SERVICES.

Senior pictures will be taken Oct. 25-Nov. 19. Be
sure to make your appointment!

They may be picked up at 405 Student Services
building and returned no later than Friday, October 29.
applicants must be undergraduates in good standing

353-2532

L

